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Abstract 

Modelling the gravity field of the Earth is important for many scientific disciplines. 

Global gravity models allow for the investigation of long-wavelength properties of the 

gravity field. Global models derived from satellite observations provide an additional 

benefit: they are uncorrelated with any error contaminating regional terrestrial gravity 

information; this makes them ideal for combination with terrestrial gravity data in order 

to formulate high-precision regional geoid models. This dissertation investigates several 

possible areas of improvement to both the formulation and evaluation of satellite-only 

global gravity models. The first major barrier is due to what is known to the geodetic 

community as the “polar-gap problem”: the lack of data collected by the satellites over 

the poles due to the inclination angle of their orbit. The second is the rigorous 

application of these models inside of the topographical masses (and most pertinent, on 

the surface of the geoid).  

These problems are addressed in three articles. The first presents a mathematical 

tool that can be used in order to address the polar-gap problem by performing the global 

integration making use of the additivity property of Riemann integrals. The second 

article presents a computational scheme that allows for the evaluation of various 

quantities derived from global gravity models inside the topographical masses. Finally, 

the third article describes the production and validation of a 2D global topographical 

density model that is required for the rigorous evaluation of the gravity field as 

prescribed in the second article.  
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Research objectives 

This dissertation aims to investigate global gravity models (GGMs) in detail and to 

address various shortcomings of the routinely used techniques. The primary focus will 

be on the formulation and application of satellite-only global gravity models (SGGMs) 

as they are of particular importance to the geodetic as well as to the greater scientific 

community. These contributions to the body of knowledge are however not limited to 

SGGMs and may be used to improve the accuracy of any GGM or any quantity derived 

from the global geopotential (geopotential functionals).  

There are many sources of error that can influence SGGMs. This dissertation seeks 

to resolve two of these, proposing a solution to the polar-gap problem and a method for 

the rigorous evaluation of various geopotential functionals within topography. The 

remainder of this chapter first provides a review of the relevant background information. 

A brief overview of the various determinations of the Earth’s gravity field is presented 

from the first international set of standard values through to the present day along with 

the various problems associated with them. A discussion of the limitations in evaluating 

various functionals from GGMs concludes the review of existing literature. The final 

section contains a summary of each of the three included articles and aims to 

demonstrate how each one fits into the existing areas of research.  
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1.2 Gravity field of the Earth 

The gravity field of the Earth is a vector field that can be described at any point in 

space as the sum of gravitational force and centrifugal force of the Earth’s rotation. First, 

we must introduce a coordinate system in order to define the position of each point. The 

most commonly used in gravity field modelling is a geocentric, spherical coordinate 

system which involves polar distance (ϑ), geocentric longitude (λ) and the radial 

distance (r) which describes the distance of a point from the origin (Heiskanen & 

Moritz, 1967, §1.4). Gravity (𝒈′) at any point in space (ϑ, λ, r) acting on a unit mass can 

be described as: 

 𝒈′(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) = 𝒈(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) + 𝑭𝑪(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟), (1 – 1)  

where 𝒈 is the gravitational force and 𝑭𝑪 is the centrifugal force described as: 

 𝒈(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) = 𝐺∭
𝜌

(𝒓 − 𝒓′)2
𝑣

d𝑣 (1 – 2)  

and 

 𝑭𝑪(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) = 𝜔
2𝒑. (1 – 3)  

Eq. (1 – 2) simply the well-known Newton integral (Newton, 1687) taken over the 

whole volume of the Earth where G is the gravitational constant, dv is a particle of an 

infinitesimal volume, ρ is the density of this volumetric particle, 𝒓 is the position vector 

of the generating particle and 𝒓′ is the position vector to the point of interest (𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) 

(Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967, §1.2). Eq. (1 – 3), after Heiskanen and Moritz (1967, §2.1), 

introduces the angular velocity of the Earth (ω) and the perpendicular distance from the 
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spin axis of the Earth to the point of interest (𝒑). It is important to note the directionality 

as the vectors 𝒈 and 𝑭𝑪 act in different directions (as can be seen in Fig. 1 – 1). In 

addition, if the object ceases to rotate with the Earth (is no longer earthbound), or, is 

located on the spin axis (i.e.: for φ = ± 90°, where p = 0), the centrifugal force 

disappears (Vaníček and Krakiwsky, 1986, §6.3).  

 

Figure 1-1: Directionality of gravity (𝒈′), gravitation (𝒈), and centrifugal force (𝑭𝑪) 

(after Vaníček & Krakiwsky, 1986, Ch.6) 

 

1.2.1 Static gravity field of the Earth 

The gravity field of the Earth has measurable periodic and non-periodic temporal 

variations due to mass transport, polar motion, precession, nutation, etc. These temporal 

variations can be used to investigate many phenomenon in Earth sciences and climate 
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studies, see e.g.: GRACE/GRACE-FO mission solutions (Wahr et al., 1998; Swenson et 

al., 2008; Velicogna, 2009, etc.). While it is worthwhile to investigate the temporal 

variations, these effects are considered outside of the scope of the presented research and 

are potentially detrimental if we ultimately wish to use the gravity field to define various 

static datums, regional and global. The time-varying components can be avoided if we 

approximate the ever-changing gravity field by a mean static vector field invariant in 

time. For the remainder of this document, we will always be referring to the mean static 

field unless otherwise specified.  

1.2.2 Gravity potential 

As mentioned, gravity is a vector which means that at every point in space, there are 

a triplet of numbers defining the magnitude and direction of gravity. For many 

applications, it is beneficial to represent this as a scalar field (i.e.: a single real value at 

each point in space). In order to go from a vector field to a scalar field, the vector field 

must be conservative (and by extension, irrotational) (Vaníček & Krakiwsky, 1986, 

§6.3). 

A vector field 𝒗 is called irrotational if the curl of the field is everywhere equal to 

zero, i.e.: 

 curl(𝒗) = ∇ × 𝒗 = 0, (1 – 4)  

where ∇ is the del operator and × is the vector cross-product. For a vector field to be 

conservative, the line integral along any particular path must only depend on the 

endpoints of that path and not on the particular path taken. Alternatively, if we choose 

any arbitrary closed path C, the integral must be equal to zero; i.e.: 
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 ∮ 𝒗
𝐶

d𝒓 = 0 (1 – 5) 

where r is taken along C. It has been shown by MacMillan (1930) that the gravity field 

of the Earth is irrotational. On the other hand, if we consider the temporal component 

(i.e.: not at a particular epoch), only the mean static gravity field is conservative (another 

benefit of utilizing the mean static gravity field).  

Because the gravity field satisfies both required properties, we can relate it to the 

scalar gravity potential field (W) by solving the boundary value problem where: 

 𝒈′(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) =  ∇𝑊(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟). (1 – 6)  

By now, the initiated reader should realize that the gravity potential field (W) is 

describing potential energy (although with opposite sign than it is defined in physics). 

Therefore, this potential field (W) can be thought of as the negative amount of ‘work’ 

required to overcome gravity (𝒈′). Consequently, we can make similar statements about 

gravitational force and centrifugal force such that: 

 𝒈(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) =  ∇𝑉(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟), (1 – 7)  

 𝑭𝑪(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) = ∇Φ(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟), (1 – 8)  

 ∴ 𝑊(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) = 𝑉(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) +  𝛷(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟). (1 – 9)  

where V is the gravitational potential and Φ is the centrifugal potential.  
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1.2.3 The geoid 

Gravity potential is a useful tool for describing the shape and structure of the Earth 

and as such is ideal for defining a vertical datum (both nationally and internationally) to 

which we refer heights (Vaníček, 1998). If we neglect sea-surface topography 

(sometimes called ocean-surface topography), then the global mean sea level (MSL) 

follows an equipotential surface (W = constant).  The equipotential surface that best 

approximates MSL is called the geoid, referred to as the “mathematical figure of the 

Earth” (Gauss, 1828; Listing, 1873). While the definition of the geoid is conceptually 

simple (in that it is defined by the gravity potential of the MSL surface: W0), the 

determination of its location under the topographical masses is more complicated. The 

determination of the geoid is a purely physical problem; if the density distribution within 

the Earth were known, then gravity potential of the Earth could be evaluated at any point 

and the geoid would be rather easy to evaluate. As the density distribution of the Earth is 

not known to a high degree of accuracy, we use a combination of gravity observations, 

density models, and geometrical/topographical information to estimate the geoid 

(Martinec, 1998). The estimation of the geoid can be done regionally, see e.g.: Huang & 

Veronneau (2013), Wang et al. (2012), Foroughi, et al. (2019), or globally using GGMs, 

see e.g.: Barthelmes (2009). The geoid-ellipsoid separation is one of the most important 

of the geopotential functionals.  

1.2.4 Normal gravity, disturbing potential, and the gravity anomaly 

The Earth is approximately ellipsoidal in nature and therefore, the gravity field 

generated by an ellipsoid can help to simplify the mathematics involved in the analysis 
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of the Earth’s gravity field (Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967, §2.7). The differences between 

the actual gravity field of the Earth and the gravity field generated by an ellipsoid of 

revolution that is also an equipotential surface (of the normal gravity field) are small 

when compared to the actual magnitude of gravity (or gravity potential) (Heiskanen & 

Moritz, 1967). Let us call the gravity generated by the best fitting ellipsoid “normal 

gravity” (γ) and its respective potential “normal potential” (U) such that: 

 𝜸(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) = ∇𝑈(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟). (1 – 10)  

In order to further simplify calculations, we define the fundamental surface of the actual 

potential (i.e.: the geoid defined by W = W0) to have an identical defining potential to 

the fundamental surface of the normal potential (i.e.: U = W0). This is very useful as we 

can evaluate the normal gravity/potential exactly at every point on or above the ellipsoid 

simply by knowing the shape of the ellipsoid (generally through the length of one of its 

axes and the flattening), the total mass (M), and the angular velocity (identical to that of 

the actual Earth) (Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967,§2.8). 

Once the normal gravity is known, it becomes very convenient to describe the 

actual gravity field by how much it deviates from the normal field. The actual gravity 

and the gravity potential are quite large quantities which makes numerical processing of 

these quantities to a sufficient degree of accuracy quite difficult. Most importantly 

however, both gravity potential (W) and normal potential (U) do not behave 

harmonically (as centrifugal potential does not behave harmonically) but the difference 

between the gravity and normal potential, known as the disturbing potential (T), does. 

The disturbing potential is defined simply as:   
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 𝑇(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) = 𝑊(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) − 𝑈(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟), (1 – 11)  

and the gravity anomaly (∆𝑔) at the same point is defined as either a function of the 

disturbing potential and normal gravity:  

 ∆𝑔(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟) ≅  −
𝜕𝑇

𝜕ℎ
|
(𝜗,𝜆,𝑟)

+
𝑇(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟)

𝛾(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟)

𝜕𝛾

𝜕ℎ
|
(𝜗,𝜆,𝑟)

 (1 – 12)  

or as a function of the magnitudes of the gravity and normal gravity vectors:  

 ∆𝑔(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟𝑔) = 𝑔′(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟𝑔) − 𝛾0(𝜗, 𝜆, 𝑟𝑒), (1 – 13)  

where 𝑟𝑔 is the radius of a point (𝜗, 𝜆) on the geoid and 𝑟𝑒 is the radius of the same point 

(𝜗, 𝜆) on the reference ellipsoid (Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967, §2.12). It should be noted 

that Eqs. (1 – 12) and (1 – 13) do not have the same accuracy as Eq. (1 – 12) is valid 

only in terms of a linearized formulation (Moritz, 1980a); conversely, Eq. (1 – 13) is 

only relevant for defining the gravity anomaly on the geoid.  

 

1.3 Determinations of the global gravity field 

1.3.1 Determination of the gravity field before the advent of satellites 

Before satellites, the global gravity field of the Earth was simply approximated by 

the normal gravity field and further improvements could be made regionally through 

time-consuming terrestrial measurements. The first internationally recognized set of 

standard values was established by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics 

(IUGG) in 1924 after the Hayford International Ellipsoid originally developed in 1910. 
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These standards uniquely defined the ellipsoid of revolution and consequently, the 

normal gravity at all points on or above it. The International Ellipsoid has since been 

replaced by the Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS80) (Mortiz, 1980b). Because the 

normal gravity field is an idealized mathematical representation of the real gravity field, 

it can be viewed as a global first order approximation of the real gravity field. 

1.3.2 Spherical harmonic representation of the gravity field 

Spherical harmonics are a set of orthogonal functions defined as solutions to the 

Laplace differential equation in spherical coordinates. It can be shown that any 3D 

function which behaves harmonically within the space S can be expanded into a 3D 

spherical harmonic series. A function is called harmonic within S if at all points in S it 

satisfies the Laplace equation. In Cartesian coordinates, the Laplace equation (Laplace, 

1798) takes the form:  

 ∀𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ 𝑺: ∇2𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)  ≡  
𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑦2
+
𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝑧2
= 0. (1 – 14)  

In geodesy, it is more often used in its spherical form:  

 

∀(𝑟, 𝜗, 𝜆) ∈ 𝑺: ∇2𝑓(𝑟, 𝜗, 𝜆) ≡  

1

𝑟2
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟2

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑟
) +

1

𝑟2sin2𝜗

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝜗
(sin 𝜗

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝜗
) +

1

𝑟2sin2𝜗

𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝜆2
= 0. 

(1 – 15)  

The gravitational field of the Earth behaves harmonically in a space that is void of 

mass. This means that outside of the Earth’s topographical surface (and neglecting 

atmospheric masses), this field can be said to be harmonic. On the other hand, both the 

real gravity field and the normal gravity field do not behave harmonically as they 
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contain centrifugal potential 𝛷 (and ∇2𝛷 = 2𝜔2). In practice, this means that whenever 

one talks of the spherical harmonic expansion of “gravity” or “normal gravity” potential, 

they are really talking only about the attractive portion (i.e.: gravitation and normal 

gravitation) (Barthelmes, 2009).  

When creating a model of Earth’s gravity field, one major consideration is the 

distribution of such a model to the end users. It is very convenient to express models in a 

series form as we can uniquely describe the behaviour at any point on or outside of the 

Earth (including any of the functionals derived from it) without increasing the amount of 

data required as they are all based on a single set of coefficients.  

The expansion of the real gravitational potential into a series of potential 

coefficients (Vnm) will involve the use of the spherical harmonic functions of degree n 

and order m, designated 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺), where 𝛺 is the 2D argument (ϑ, λ). Let us assume for 

now that we know the real gravity potential (or one of its functionals) as referred to a 

spherical surface D of radius R, that exists outside the topographical masses so that we 

can write: 

 ∀𝛺 ∈ 𝑫, 𝑟 > 𝑅: 𝑉(𝑟, 𝛺) =  ∑ (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

∑ 𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑅)𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺),

𝑛

𝑚=−𝑛

∞

𝑛=0

 (1 – 16)  

where the coefficients 𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑅) are evaluated as: 

 ∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛: 𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑅) =  ∬𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺′)𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′)d𝛺′,

𝑫

 (1 – 17)  
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and the spherical harmonic functions 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺) and their complex conjugates 𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′) are 

defined as: 

 

∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛; Ω ∈ 𝑫: 

 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺) =  √
2𝑛 + 1

4𝜋
 
(𝑛 − 𝑚)!

(𝑛 + 𝑚)!
 𝑃𝑛𝑚(cos 𝜗)𝑒

𝑖𝑚𝜆, 

(1 – 18)  

 ∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛: 𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′) = 𝑌𝑛𝑚

∗ (𝜗′, 𝜆′) = 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝜗
′, −𝜆′), (1 – 19)  

where 𝑃𝑛𝑚(cos 𝜗) are the associated Legendre functions of degree n and order m, 𝑖 ≡

√−1, and the Riemannian surface integration element d𝛺′ is equal to sin𝜗′d𝜗′d𝜆′. Some 

literature uses the notation l instead of n, see e.g.: Martinec (2003), Varshalovich et al. 

(1988). It should be mentioned that we can write the same series by separating the 

complex functions 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺) into the real and imaginary components (often called Cnm and 

Snm due to their dependence on sine and cosine). It is also customary in the geodetic 

community to normalize the Cnm and Snm components by removing the effect of the 

constant GM/R and setting the n = 0, m = 0 component to be equal to unity. In such 

cases, we arrive at the following: 

 

∀𝛺 ∈ 𝑫, 𝑟 > 𝑅: 𝑉(𝑟, 𝛺) = 

 
𝐺𝑀

𝑅
∑(

𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

∑(𝐶𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑅) cos𝑚𝜆 + 𝑆
𝑉
𝑛𝑚(𝑅) sin𝑚𝜆)

𝑛

𝑚=0

∞

𝑛=0

𝑃𝑛𝑚(cosϑ), 

(1 – 20)  

where the superscripts above the coefficients define which quantity these harmonic 

coefficients represent. It should be noted here for completion that these 𝑉𝑛𝑚  coefficients 

are often denoted by 𝑊𝑛𝑚 under the knowledge that they can, by definition, only 
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represent the attractive components and that there cannot be confusion as gravity 

potential cannot be expanded into harmonic coefficients.  

1.3.3 Spherical harmonic representation of the normal gravity field 

Contrary to the gravity field W, the expansion of the normal gravity field U into 

harmonic coefficients (Unm) is rather trivial as it is uniquely defined without the need for 

new observations. Once again, as with gravity, the notation U and Unm are used but 

refers simply to the attractive component of normal gravity (so-called “normal 

gravitation”).   

Due to its rotational and equatorial symmetries, the normal field can be described 

using only the even zonal harmonics (n = 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, …; m = 0) (Heiskanen & Moritz, 

1967; Mortiz, 1980b). Let us start with the defining characteristics of the reference 

ellipsoid. As already stated, we can uniquely define the ellipsoid of revolution by 

knowing the size and shape (a and J2), mass (M), and angular velocity (ω): 

𝑎 = 6378137 𝑚 

𝐽2 =
𝐶 − 𝐴

𝑀𝑎2
 

𝐺𝑀 = 3986005 ∙ 108  
𝑚3

𝑠2
 

𝜔 = 7292115 ∙ 10−11
rad

s
 

where a is the major semi-axis (i.e.: the equatorial radius), C is the moment of inertia at 

the poles and A is the moment of inertia at the equator. The defining constant J2 is also 
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known as the dynamical form factor (Mortiz, 1980b). We can now compute all of the 

even zonal spherical harmonic coefficients as functions of the defining characteristics: 

 𝐶𝑈2,0 = −𝐽2 = −
𝐶 − 𝐴

𝑀𝑎2
, (1 – 21)  

and 

 𝐶𝑈2𝑗,0 = (−1)
𝑗

3𝑒2𝑗

(2𝑗 + 1)(2𝑗 + 3)
(1 − 𝑗 + 5𝑗

𝐶 − 𝐴

𝑀𝐸2
). (1 – 22)  

Here we have introduced the linear eccentricity (E) and the first eccentricity (e) defined 

as: 

 𝐸 = √𝑎2 + 𝑏2, (1 – 23)  

where b is the minor semi-axis of the reference ellipsoid and 

 𝑒 =
𝐸

𝑎
. (1 – 24)  

As it turns out, these coefficients 𝐶𝑈𝑛𝑚 are quite small for n > 2 (and 𝑆𝑈𝑛𝑚 ≡ 0) and are 

often safely neglected for n > 8 (Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967). 

1.3.4 Satellite-terrestrial combined gravity models 

The first GGMs go as far back as 1966 when the Standard Earth Models (SE1, SE2, 

etc.) (Lundquist et al., 1966) were released and were commonly used by the 1980s. The 

older generation of models generally provided estimations of the gravity field through 

the use of satellite laser ranging (SLR), Doppler, and/or various optical satellite 
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observations. These models provided a reasonable long wavelength representation of the 

gravity field up to spherical harmonic degree and order 20 by the early 1980s.  

The first widely utilized GGM of modern times was the Earth Gravitational Model 

of 1996 (EGM96) produced cooperatively by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA), and the 

Ohio State University (OSU) (Lemoine, et al., 1998). This model predates the dedicated 

satellite gravity missions (Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP), Gravity 

Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE), GRACE Follow-On (GRACE-FO), and 

the Gravity Field and Steady-State Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE)) and instead 

utilized a combination of terrestrial observations alongside satellite altimetry and 

information provided by the Global Positioning System (GPS), TRANET Doppler 

tracking, and SLR. This model contains spherical harmonic coefficients up to degree and 

order 360/360.   

The update to EGM96 is the Earth Gravitational Model of 2008 (EGM2008) which 

was produced utilizing the ITG-GRACE03s model based upon the GRACE satellite 

mission data in combination with the EGM96S model (S representing the “satellite-

only” portion). Through a least squares combination, these two satellite-only models 

were combined with terrestrial, airborne, and free-air anomalies derived from satellite 

altimetry. This model contained spherical harmonic coefficients up to degree and order 

2159 but contained additional coefficients up to degree and order 2190 (Pavlis et al., 

2012).   
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Since EGM2008, many other combined gravity models have been produced by 

making use of the newest satellite and terrestrial datasets, see e.g.: Fecher et al. (2016); 

Ries et al. (2016); Förste et al. (2014). Each of these generally begins as a satellite-only 

gravity model to which terrestrial-based observations are added to increase the spectral 

content.  

1.3.5 Satellite-only gravity models  

The launch of dedicated gravitational satellite missions represents a leap forward in 

geodetic research. We now have access to gravitational data with global coverage and a 

unprecedented resolution. The GRACE mission (and now GRACE-FO) consists of a 

pair of satellites separated by approximately 200 km (measured via K/Ka-band 

microwave ranging) in a single orbital plane. By making use of the energy conservation 

principle (energy balance approach), the gravitational potential can be evaluated at each 

satellite (Jekeli, 1999). GRACE has provided long-wavelength information valid up to 

degree and order 90, above which the noise levels begin to overwhelm the signal 

(Tapley et al., 2005). The GOCE mission comprises a single satellite with on-board 

accelerometers that directly measure the gravity gradients that represent the gradiometric 

tensor (𝜞), along the orbital path. There are several techniques used in order to evaluate 

the gravitational potential from the observables (Pail et al., 2011); the most 

straightforward consists of forward integral transforms (Martinec, 2003; Bruinsma et al., 

2010; Pail et al., 2011; Novák et al., 2017). The models derived from GOCE data have 

been shown to be useful up to degree and order 360 (Pail et al., 2010; Mayer-Gürr et al., 

2015; Förste et al., 2016). It should be noted however that, while the data may contain 

useful information up to degree and order 360, that the system of equations that is used 
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to evaluate the geopotential at the Earth’s surface from the GOCE observables is 

unstable and begins to degenerate above degree and order 180 (Eshagh, 2011). From 

these dedicated gravity missions, we can learn how the real harmonic gravity field 

behaves throughout the space above the topographical masses and are better able to 

model the long-wavelength behaviour of the gravity field without the need for terrestrial 

measurements. 

SGGMs are particularly useful to the geodetic community because they are 

independent of terrestrial (or airborne) observations and provide thus a second 

independent estimate of the long wavelength components (n < 180) of the gravity field 

more accurately than terrestrial observations. There have been many efforts made in 

order to produce SGGMs as accurately as possible; here we will divide them into two 

categories for simplicity: single-mission models and multiple-mission models. Single-

mission models are those created using the data from a particular mission, see e.g.: 

GOCE mission models (Migliaccio et al., 2010; Pail et al., 2010; Bruinsma et al., 2010), 

GRACE mission models (Mayer-Gürr et al., 2010; Jäggi et al., 2012). Multiple-mission 

models are those created from a combination of data from multiple data sources, see 

e.g.: (Goiginger et al., 2011; Mayer-Gürr et al., 2012; Yi et al., 2013; Bettadpur et al., 

2015; Förste and Bruinsma, 2016]. 

The problem with presently available SGGMs is two-fold. Firstly, the 

GOCE/GRACE based satellite-only models are often validated by and fitted with 

EGM2008 or with respect to previous satellite-only models which were originally 

validated against EGM2008. While EGM2008 fits quite well to geoidal undulations 

derived from GPS/levelling on control points with a global standard deviation of ±10 cm 
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(Pavlis et al., 2012), the problem lies in their objectives. The objective of EGM2008 was 

to create a “unique, accurate, global high degree gravitational model … used to provide 

the reference surface for the realization of a global vertical datum.” (Pavlis et al., 2012). 

Satellite-only global models are used to define the long-wavelength spectral information 

for reference fields (such as the ITG-GRACE03s or EGM96S models mentioned 

previously). While EGM2008 is extremely useful, it is not a replacement for a satellite-

only model and should not be utilized as an alternative to SGGMs because of their 

dependence on terrestrial measurements.  

Those models that do not use an earlier GGM (commonly EGM2008) have been 

shown to become unstable after a certain degree and order. This is primarily due to the 

inverse spectral scaling that is applied in order to refer the coefficients to a surface 

below the satellite orbital radius (Eshagh, 2011). The second problem is that these 

models are represented in the form of spherical harmonic coefficients (SHCs) which are 

generally referred to a surface that is partially submerged in the topographical masses 

(the geocentric ellipsoid of revolution) and therefore the function cannot be expected to 

behave harmonically.  

 

1.4 Evaluation of geopotential functionals 

While global models are a powerful tool, the use and applications of these models 

are often more interesting than the models themselves. While there are theoretically 

unlimited geopotential functionals (in the sense that we can rigorously evaluate the nth 

derivative) only a small subset of these are useful in practice.  
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Once a GGM (or SGGM) has been formulated, it or its functionals can be 

manipulated both in the spectral or spatial form and often it is beneficial to use a 

combination of the two in order to simplify various transformations. For example, one of 

the simplest geopotential transformations is the evaluation of the disturbing potential T 

which can be done in the spectral domain as: 

 ∀𝑛 = 0,… ,∞;𝑚 =  −𝑛, … , 𝑛: 𝑇𝑛𝑚(𝑅) = 𝑊𝑛𝑚(𝑅) − 𝑈𝑛𝑚(𝑅), (1 – 25)  

and then expressed in series form as:  

 ∀𝛺 ∈ 𝑫, 𝑟 ≥ 𝑅: 𝑇(𝑟, 𝛺) =  ∑ (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

∑ 𝑇𝑛𝑚(𝑅)𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺)

𝑛

𝑚=−𝑛

∞

𝑛=0

. (1 – 26)  

Identically, we could first evaluate the real gravity potential and normal potential as in 

Eq. (1 – 16) and then perform the transformation in the spatial domain using Eq. (1 – 

11). While the end result between these two methods is identical, the transformation 

from the spectral domain to the spatial domain is the most computationally expensive 

operation and therefore the first method is preferable as it must only be performed once 

(whereas in the second method, we must evaluate both gravity potential and normal 

potential).  

There is a wealth of information in the literature on the evaluation of various 

geopotential functionals from spherical harmonics; from the most simple (e.g.: gravity, 

gravity anomaly, gravity disturbance, disturbing potential, geoidal undulation, height 

anomaly (Barthelmes, 2009)) to the more complex (e.g.: gradiometric tensor, 

gravitational curvature tensor, etc. (Novák et al., 2017)). The determinations of any of 

these functionals of the geopotential suffer from the already discussed limitations: 
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1. Geopotential functionals can only be evaluated in a space where the geopotential 

behaves harmonically, and 

2. The functionals can only be rigorously computed in the space on or above the 

reference sphere of radius R, i.e.: 𝑟 ≥ 𝑅.  

The first condition should be fairly obvious. The fundamental assumption for the 

transformation and use of spherical harmonic functions is that the 3D function to be 

transformed behaves harmonically within the given domain; neglecting this assumption 

will introduce an error that cannot generally be quantified. The second condition comes 

from the definition of the radial functions (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

 used in external spherical harmonics. 

Clearly, if r < R, the radial functions increase without limit as 𝑛 → ∞. The emphasis on 

rigorously in the second condition is because it is possible to evaluate a functional 

numerically in the case where r is not much smaller than R and where the summation is 

truncated such that n << ∞.  

 

1.5 Importance of included articles 

The focus of this dissertation is to provide improvements to global gravity models 

and their rigorous evaluation throughout the space above the geoid. So far, we have 

identified several limitations that can be summarized as follows: 

1. Satellite gravity observations from the GOCE satellite mission do not have 

global coverage and resulting models are often validated with respect to previous 
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models, all of which suffer from these same problems over the regions with no 

data.  

2. Once a global model has been created, the rigorous evaluation of functionals 

inside topography requires extensive information about the density distribution 

within the Earth as well as a method to evaluate them within a space in which the 

gravity field does not behave harmonically.  

There are three articles included in this dissertation, one which proposes a novel solution 

to the first limitation and two which address the requirements of the second limitation.  

1.5.1 The article related to satellite data gaps 

The dedicated satellite gravity missions provide a wealth of information over the 

globe describing the gravity field and its temporal variations. Unfortunately, due to the 

inclination of the satellite orbits, these datasets do not provide global coverage as is 

required for the rigorous transformation to meaningful quantities (Novák et al., 2017; 

Martinec, 2003). This is typically known as the polar-gap problem and has been the 

focus of many efforts in the past.  

There is exhaustive literature on this topic but for the sake of brevity, we will only 

discuss a handful of existing solutions. Rudolph et al. (2002) suggested utilizing 

localized base functions in combination with Tikonhov regularization (Tikhonov, 1963) 

in order to downward continue the gradients and then merge them with terrestrial and 

airborne gravity datasets. Forsberg et al. (2011) suggested merging the GOCE and 

GRACE mission data with airborne datasets at the geoid level. Zou et al. (2011) 

attempted to estimate the harmonic coefficients directly by filling the gaps with 
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synthetic data from the EGM2008 field and making use of some a priori statistical 

information in order to regularize the solution. Hirt et al. (2016) made use of the 

Bedmap2 density dataset (Fretwell et al., 2013) in order to forward model the gravity 

field over the Antarctic region and then merge this with the GOCE and GRACE data. 

Xu et al. (2017) also attempted to solve the problem similarly to Zou et al. (2011) by 

regularizing the solution, this time without a priori estimates. 

Chapter 2, “Additive integration of potential coefficients in global spherical 

harmonic series” (Sheng et al., 2019b) is an article under review in the Journal of 

Geodesy that presents a mathematical tool which enables the rigorous evaluation of the 

total global expansion into spherical harmonic series by summing up partial 

contributions from individual regions of any shape or number. An overview of spherical 

harmonic functions and their properties is provided and then two theorems are 

developed: one for spherical harmonic expansion of a surface kind (2D), and another for 

the expansion of a solid kind (3D). Both theorems are then tested with synthetic gravity 

data in order to demonstrate the robustness and numerical stability of these theorems. 

The theorems were originally developed as a purely mathematical solution to the polar-

gap problem. By making use of the properties of spherical harmonic functions and the 

expansion of harmonic functions into series form, we remove the necessity to interpolate 

or regularize the solution over the regions where no satellite observations can be made.  

1.5.2 Articles related to the evaluation of geopotential functionals 

within topography 
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As outlined in Sec. 1.4, the evaluation of various functionals from GGMs requires 

certain assumptions to be satisfied; most importantly, that the gravity field must behave 

harmonically within the domain where functionals are evaluated. In Sec. 1.1.4 it is 

mentioned that if the density distribution within the Earth were known exactly, the 

evaluation of the geoid would be trivial. For both of these purposes, a density model is 

required. Historically, density models have been neglected and mean density was used 

instead as a first-order approximation; it was this shortcoming that led to the 

introduction of the quasigeoid as a method of determining a reference surface without 

the need for density information (Molodenskij et al., 1960). 

Chapter 3, “Rigorous evaluation of gravity field functionals from satellite-only 

gravitational models within topography” (Sheng et al., 2017) is an article published in 

the International Association of Geodesy (IAG) Symposia Proceedings of the Joint 

Commission 2 Gravity, Geoid, and Height Systems meeting in Thessaloniki, Greece. In 

this paper, a method for rigorously evaluating various functionals inside topography was 

presented by making use of Helmert’s second condensation method (Helmert, 1884) in 

order to transform the space above the geoid into one in which the gravity field behaves 

harmonically. This new method was compared numerically with the traditional 

technique of directly evaluating functionals and the error introduced by neglecting the 

requirement of harmonicity is shown to be significant. In this paper, mean topographical 

density was used as a first-order approximation but suggests that with an actual density 

model of the earth, the results would be improved by 10-20%. 

Chapter 4, “Formulation and validation of a global laterally varying topographical 

density model” (Sheng et al., 2019a) is an article in-press in Tectonophysics. In an 
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attempt to more rigorously solve the problems identified in Chapter 3, this paper 

investigates a second-order approximation of the density distribution inside topography.  

A 2D density model was formulated through the use of a global lithology model (GLiM) 

(Hartmann & Moosdorf, 2012) and two density datasets (after Carmichael, 1989 and 

Tenzer et al., 2011). This model was then validated against several regional density 

models (Canada, Continental USA, New Zealand, and the Czech Republic/Slovakia) and 

the CRUST1.0 global density model (Laske et al., 2012). Secondary to the goal of 

creating a density model, a new determination of the mean topographical density was 

estimated from the model and compared with previous estimates.  
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2 Chapter 2: Additive integration of potential coefficients in global 

spherical harmonic series 

This article has been submitted to Geophysical Journal International. This article 

was the result of ongoing research into a potential solution to the polar-gap problem. I 

investigated several properties of spherical harmonic expansions which resulted in the 

work presented in this chapter. My coauthors provided guidance in the rigorous 

formulation of the presented theorems and the revision of the manuscript. The full 

citation for this article is: 

Sheng, M. B., P. Vaníček, P. Novák, M. Santos, R. W. Kingdon, I. Foroughi (2019). 

“Additive integration of potential coefficients in global spherical harmonic series”. 

Geophysical Journal International. (Submitted).  

 

Chapter 2 Abstract 

In this article, we examine spherical harmonic functions and their use in spherical 

harmonic expansion. By making use of some of the properties of spherical harmonics, 

we formulate two distinct theorems: one for the surface (2D) case and another for the 

solid (3D) case. These theorems demonstrate that, under certain assumptions and 

conditions, the rigorous evaluation of the total global expansion can be done by 

summing up the partial contributions from individual regions of the sphere. The “surface 

theorem” can be used for any real function, the domain of which is the sphere, and the 

“solid theorem” can be used for any real 3D harmonic function above the sphere. Both 
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theorems are then tested in order to investigate their behaviour when the Riemannian 

integrals are evaluated numerically. With a relative error on the order of 10-11 % in the 

2D test and 10-9 % in the 3D test, these theorems are numerically valid in practice and 

clearly useful in several scientific fields of study. 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Spherical harmonic expansion is a commonly used tool in physics and mathematics 

to express two- or three-dimensional real functions (meaning a function whose values 

are real numbers) defined either on a (reference) spherical surface as a compact domain 

or as harmonic functions above the reference sphere; for the remainder of this article we 

shall refer to these as “compact functions” (Oden, 1979, pp. 245). In practical 

applications, it is most often the case in geosciences that functions are known at discrete 

points rather than in their compact form. The point values may not be of uniform 

distribution or quality which makes the numerical integration of these functions and 

subsequently their approximation by surface spherical harmonics somewhat problematic 

(see, e.g., Novák, 2000; Vaníček and Janák, 2000).  

The motivation for this work comes from dealing with the satellite gravity missions 

where collected data do not have global coverage; this introduces the well-known “polar 

gap problem”, see e.g.,: Rudolph et al. (2002); Forsberg et al. (2011); Pail et al. (2011); 

Zou et al. (2011); Xu et al. (2017). We present herewith two theorems that show how 

surface and solid spherical harmonic developments can be performed by evaluating the 
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global expansion as a sum of partial contributions from a number of regions that fully 

cover the Earth’s surface without overlap.  

The idea of splitting the integration domain into sub-regions is not novel. In the 

past, various techniques have been used to investigate how well a global spherical 

harmonic series can represent a function defined on a sub-region of the Earth and vice-

versa. Here we can perhaps mention Paul’s (1973) investigation into the effects of 

neglecting distant integration zones and the resulting technique used to describe the 

effect in terms of truncation coefficients. In his work, Paul expanded on the work of 

Molodenskij et al. (1960) who suggested splitting the global integration domain into the 

region of interest (a spherical cap, a.k.a, near-integration zone) while modifying the 

convolution function to minimize the effect of, or compensate for, the rest of the world, 

i.e., the distant-integration zone. This modification technique has been used in regional 

modelling for decades in order to simplify calculations of the distant zone effect which 

normally require global integration, see e.g.: Vaníček and Kleusberg (1987); Martinec 

(1993); Novák (2000). Even more removed from our problem, but still somewhat 

related, is the work of Haines (1985) who developed a technique specifically for 

regional modelling, “Spherical Cap Harmonic Analysis” (SCHA), which was used to 

solve boundary value problems over a spherical cap surface; this was later expanded by 

Thébault et al. (2004; 2006) into what is now known as “revised” SCHA in an attempt to 

improve the approximations in Haines’ developments and better represent real datasets. 

The theorems presented in this paper differ from these works by a fundamental 

difference in purpose. These techniques deal with the modification of spherical functions 
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for regional modelling while the work herein presents a more general approach to global 

modelling by summing up individual regional contributions.  

The theorems presented here assume that the functions we deal with are compact 

and for such functions, the presented theorems are exact. We should expect some 

problems to arise in the numerical evaluation of the integrals as, in practice, the 

functions will never be compact. The difference between theory and practice is 

examined in further detail in the numerical experiments shown in Sec. 4 where the 

theorems are applied to discretized functions in order to investigate the effect of 

approximating a compact function by a function defined on a grid of points, or, in other 

words, approximating the involved Riemannian integrals by their numerical estimates. 

 

2.2 Spherical Harmonics 

Spherical harmonics are a set of (orthogonal) eigen-functions of the Laplace 

equation in spherical coordinates (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, Ch. 1). We will first 

review the distinction between, and discuss the usage of, surface and solid spherical 

harmonics. 

2.2.1 Usage of surface spherical harmonics 

Let us consider a compact function F of a 2D real argument 𝛺 = (ϑ, λ) (colatitude, 

longitude) from a domain D, i.e., 𝛺 is referred to a sphere of some radius R. Any such 

function can be approximated by an infinite series of surface spherical harmonics by 

(see, e.g., Varshalovich et al., 1988, Ch. 5): 
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 ∀Ω ∈ 𝑫: 𝐹(𝛺) =  ∑ ∑ 𝐹𝑛𝑚

𝑛

𝑚=−𝑛

∞

𝑛=0

𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝛺), (2 – 1)  

where the spherical harmonic functions 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺) are defined by: 

 

∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛; Ω ∈ 𝑫:  

 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝛺)  =  √
2𝑛 + 1

4𝜋
 
(𝑛 − 𝑚)!

(𝑛 + 𝑚)!
 𝑃𝑛𝑚(cos 𝜗)𝑒

𝑖𝑚𝜆, 

(2 – 2)  

where 𝑃𝑛𝑚(cos 𝜗) are the associated Legendre functions of degree n and order m, 𝑖 ≡

√−1. The coefficients 𝐹𝑛𝑚 are evaluated via the well-known equation:  

 ∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛: 𝐹𝑛𝑚 = ∬𝐹(𝛺′)𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′)d𝛺′

𝑫

. (2 – 3)  

Here, 𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′) is the complex conjugate of 𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝛺′) given by: 

 ∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛: 𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′) = 𝑌𝑛𝑚

∗ (𝜗′, 𝜆′) = 𝑌𝑛𝑚(𝜗
′, −𝜆′) (2 – 4)  

and the Riemannian surface integration element d𝛺′ is equal to sin𝜗′d𝜗′d𝜆′. This series 

can be regarded as a generalized Fourier series approximation of F in D, in the mean 

sense, meaning exact at the points where F is continuous and equal to the mean of the 

two functional values at the discontinuity. Let us note here that along the curves of 

discontinuity we will observe the rise of the Gibbs phenomenon, i.e., that for a finite 

spherical harmonic (Fourier) series we will see an oscillatory behaviour of the Fourier 

approximation (Gibbs, 1899).  
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2.2.2 Usage of solid spherical harmonics 

Let us now examine a continuous function G of a real 3D argument (r, 𝛺) defined in 

E (i.e., outside the sphere of radius R) where Ω is from the same compact domain D. If 

for r > R (where r is the geocentric radius of the computation point) G behaves 

harmonically (for definition of harmonicity see below), then G can be developed into a 

series of solid spherical harmonics that describes the behaviour of G in E (on and 

outside of the sphere of radius R). Such a series can be written as: 

 ∀𝑟 ≥ 𝑅,Ω ∈ 𝑫: 𝐺(𝑟, 𝛺) =  ∑ (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

∑ 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅)

𝑛

𝑚=−𝑛

∞

𝑛=0

𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝛺), (2 – 5)  

where the coefficients 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅) are referred to a sphere of radius R and can be evaluated 

as:  

 ∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛: 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅) =  ∬𝐺(𝑅, 𝛺′)𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′)d𝛺′

𝑫

. (2 – 6)  

A comparison of this equation with Eq. (2 – 3) shows how tightly this 3D case is related 

to the above discussed 2D case. Can the same treatment, i.e., development into surface 

spherical harmonics be applied to any function G? Clearly, any G(R, Ω) can be formally 

developed into surface spherical harmonics exactly the same way as F(R, Ω) was; the 

fact that G(R, Ω) must belong to a much narrower class of functions than F(R, Ω) – it 

must have a third dimension making it a 3D harmonic function – is, in the context of 2D 

development, irrelevant. Thus, Eq. (2 – 5) can be viewed as a description of the 

behaviour of a function, harmonic in E, (i.e., for r > R). For a function to be acceptable 

as a 2D projection of a 3D function harmonic in E it must be continuous on R.  
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A function is harmonic within E if it satisfies the Laplace equation (Laplace, 1798) 

at every point within E. The Laplace equation is a homogeneous elliptic partial 

differential equation that in spherical coordinates takes the form: 

 

∀(𝑟, 𝛺) ∈ 𝑬:  

∆𝑓(𝑟, 𝛺) ≡  
1

𝑟2
𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑟
(𝑟2

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝑟
) +

1

𝑟2sin2ϑ

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝜗
(sin 𝜗

𝜕𝑓

𝜕𝜗
) +

1

𝑟2sin2ϑ

𝜕2𝑓

𝜕𝜆2
= 0, 

(2 – 7)  

where f is a real function with continuous partial derivatives up to the second order 

throughout E. The left hand side of the Laplace equation consists of the Laplace operator 

(or Laplacian) acting on f defined as: 

 ∆𝑓 ≡ div  grad 𝑓 ≡ ∇ ∙ ∇𝑓 ≡ ∇2𝑓. (2 – 8)  

For the remainder of this article we will be considering only solid spherical harmonic 

expansions of the external kind, i.e., r > R (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967, Ch.1) and the 

ratios (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

, smaller than 1 for all n, shall be called the “radial functions”.  

As can be seen from the presented equations, the integrals in Eqs. (2 – 3) and (2 – 

6), require the functions F and G to be known over the compact domain D. In practice, 

the functional values will be available only at discrete points that may or may not form a 

regular grid. This situation is generally referred to as discretized and it calls for the use 

of different numerical methods to evaluate the involved integrals as accurately as 

possible. In the following section we will prove two theorems that are correct for 

compact functions but will not generally hold for the discretized case used in practice.  
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2.3 The theorems 

Theorem 1 – The surface spherical harmonic expansion can be evaluated exactly by 

summing up partial contributions from compact sub-domains of D if these cover 

the whole domain D. 

Let us return to the compact function F of 2D argument 𝛺 from a domain D (surface 

of the sphere of radius R) and its surface spherical harmonic coefficient series 𝐹𝑛𝑚.  

Let D be decomposed into J compact sub-domains such that they cover the whole 

domain, i.e.:  

 𝑫 =⋃𝑫j

𝐽

𝑗=1

 (2 – 8)  

 ⋂𝑫j

𝐽

𝑗=1

= ∅ (2 – 10)  

Where ∪ is the union and ∩ is the intersection of the J sub-domains, and ∅ represents 

the null set. It is then clear that the following must be true due to the additivity principle:  

 

∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛; 𝛺 ∈ 𝑫:  

𝐹𝑛𝑚 = ∬𝐹(Ω′)𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′)dΩ′

𝑫

= ⋯ 

=∬𝐹𝑫𝟏(Ω
′)𝑌𝑛𝑚

∗ (𝛺′)dΩ′

𝑫

+⋯+∬𝐹𝑫𝑱(Ω
′)𝑌𝑛𝑚

∗ (𝛺′)dΩ′

𝑫

  

(2 – 11)  

 ∴ 𝐹𝑛𝑚 = 𝐹𝑛𝑚(𝑫) = 𝐹𝑛𝑚(𝑫1) + ⋯+ 𝐹𝑛𝑚(𝑫𝐽) =∑𝐹𝑛𝑚(𝑫𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

. (2 – 12)  
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where 𝐹𝑫𝒋is a step-wise function that takes on the functional value within the subdomain 

Dj and zero elsewhere. This is required because spherical harmonic functions are 

orthogonal only when the integration domain is the full solid sphere.  

By substituting Eq. (2 – 12) into Eq. (2 – 1), we arrive at: 

 ∀Ω ∈ 𝑫: 𝐹(𝛺) =  ∑ ∑ ∑𝐹𝑛𝑚(𝑫𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑚=−𝑛

∞

𝑛=0

𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝛺) (2 – 13)  

We must note here that using series of finite dimensions, as will always be the case 

in practice, and by splitting D into sub-domains, we will induce a Gibbs effect, as 

mentioned above, along the borders of the individual sub-domains, where the 

approximated functions will have some finite values inside and will equal to 0 outside 

the sub-domain. This effect must disappear when the global series is assembled from the 

individual contributions as long as the approximated function is continuous. When the 

approximated function is, by itself, discontinuous along one or several lines, the Gibbs 

effect will be observed along these lines.   

Theorem 2 – The solid spherical harmonic expansion can be evaluated exactly by 

summing up partial contributions from the compact sub-domains of D if these 

cover the whole domain D and if these partial contributions are all made to refer to 

the same reference sphere.  

Let us now return to the continuous function G of 3D argument (𝑟, 𝛺) harmonic in E 

whose 2D values 𝐺(𝑅, 𝛺) are evaluated by summing up the partial contributions from 

the sub-domains the same way it is done in Theorem 1: 

 ∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛; 𝛺 ∈ 𝑫:  (2 – 14)  
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𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅) =  ∬𝐺(𝑅, 𝛺′)𝑌𝑛𝑚
∗ (𝛺′)d𝛺′

𝑫

= ⋯ 

=∬𝐺𝑫𝟏(𝑅, 𝛺
′)𝑌𝑛𝑚

∗ (𝛺′)d𝛺′

𝑫

+⋯+∬𝐺𝑫𝑱(𝑅, 𝛺
′)𝑌𝑛𝑚

∗ (𝛺′)d𝛺′

𝑫

 

 

∴ 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅) = 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫) = 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅, 𝑫1) + ⋯+ 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫𝐽)

=∑𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

. 

(2 – 15)  

By substituting Eq. (2 – 15) into Eq. (2 – 5), we arrive at: 

 ∀Ω ∈ 𝑫: 𝐺(𝑟, 𝛺) =  ∑ (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

∑ ∑𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑚=−𝑛

∞

𝑛=0

𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝛺). (2 – 16)  

Let us now consider the possibility that the different sub-regions in D are related to 

reference spheres of different radii {𝑅1, … , 𝑅𝐽} = 𝑴. We can now make use of the radial 

functions defined in Eq. (2 – 5). By moving the radial functions inside the summation 

over m we can use them as scalar operators on the coefficients 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅𝑗 , 𝑫𝑗) in order to 

refer each partial contribution to the same radius R. Since each partial series must 

describe the same function G, we arrive at:  

 

∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛; 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝐽; 𝑅 ≥ max(𝑴) ; 𝑅𝑗 ∈ 𝑴: 

𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫𝑗) = (
𝑅𝑗

𝑅
)
𝑛+1

𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅𝑗 , 𝑫𝑗). 

(2 – 17)  
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By substituting Eq. (2 – 17) into (2 – 15) we arrive at: 

 

∀𝑛 = 0,1, … ,∞;𝑚 = −𝑛,… , 𝑛; 𝑟 ≥ 𝑅 ≥ max(𝑴) ; 𝑅𝑗 ∈ 𝑴;𝛺 ∈ 𝐃: 

𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅) =∑𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

=∑(
𝑅𝑗

𝑅
)
𝑛+1

𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅𝑗 , 𝑫𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

, 

(2 – 18)  

 𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅𝑗 , 𝑫𝑗) = ∬𝐺(𝑅𝑗 , 𝛺
′)𝑌𝑛𝑚

∗ (𝛺′)d𝛺′

𝑫𝑗

, (2 – 19)  

and finally, by substituting Eq. (2 – 18) into Eq. (2 – 16) we arrive at: 

 

∴ ∀Ω ∈ 𝑫 ∶ 

𝐺(𝑟, 𝛺) =  ∑(
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

∑ ∑(
𝑅𝑗

𝑅
)
𝑛+1

𝐺𝑛𝑚(𝑅𝑗 , 𝑫𝑗)

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑚=−𝑛

∞

𝑛=0

𝑌𝑛𝑚 (𝛺). 
(2 – 20)  

 

2.4 Numerical investigations 

The equations presented in Sec. 3 were tested numerically in closed loop tests using 

(non-compact) domains consisting of discrete points to get an idea just how well the 

Theorems hold for discretized functions; i.e., how well the Theorems hold for the 

numerical evaluation of Riemannian integrals. This section will show two tests, one 

dealing with surface spherical harmonics and the other dealing with solid spherical 

harmonics.  

For the first test we take gravitational potential coefficients from EIGEN-6C4 

(Förste et al., 2014) and evaluate potential values at discrete points (harmonic synthesis 

(Colombo, 1981)) on a 30’ x 30’ angular grid at the mean radius R of the Earth using 
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Eq. (2 – 1) up to degree and order 2160. This grid is then integrated numerically 

(harmonic analysis), to give us numerical estimates of spherical harmonic coefficients to 

degree and order 360 in two ways:  

1) By using Eq. (2 – 3) directly, and  

2) By making use of Theorem 1, see Eqs. (2 – 11) and (2 – 12), after splitting 

the full solid angle into three sub-regions, the boundaries of which are 

parallels of co-latitude (7 arc-degrees and 173 arc-degrees):  

𝑫1: 𝜗 = [0,7];  𝜆 = [0, 360) 

𝑫2: 𝜗 = (7,173];  𝜆 = [0, 360) 

𝑫3: 𝜗 = (173,180];  𝜆 = [0, 360) 

We now have two determinations of the harmonic coefficients that, according to 

Theorem 1, should be identical (and are identical for compact functions). After 

evaluating the two functions from their respective coefficients on the same 30’ x 

30’angular grid in D, the results are compared. The statistics of the differences between 

the evaluations by the direct approach, 𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)direct (Eq. (2 – 1)) and the evaluation 

based on Theorem 1, 𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)additive (Eq. (2 – 13)) are presented in Table 2-1. 

For the second numerical test, we begin once again with gravitational potential 

coefficients from EIGEN-6C4 evaluated up to degree and order 2160 on a 30’ x 30’ 

angular grid in D1 and D3 at radius R using Eq. (2 – 1). We then also evaluate these same 

coefficients on the same grid in D2, this time at the sphere of radius r = R + 250 km 
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(simulating mean satellite radius) using Eq. (2 – 5). This time the sub-regions D1, D2, 

and D3, are referred to different radii (R and r) so that Eq. (2 – 17) reads:  

 𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑟, 𝑫) =  (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫𝟏) + 𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑟, 𝑫𝟐) + (
𝑅

𝑟
)
𝑛+1

𝑉𝑛𝑚(𝑅,𝑫𝟑). (2 – 21)  

We can now make use of Theorem 2 in order to investigate the accuracy of the 

solution where the regional contributions are originally referred to different radii. Once 

again, after using the two sets of coefficients, we are left with two determinations of 

𝑉(𝑟, 𝛺) that, according to Theorem 2, should be identical. The statistics of the difference 

between the direct formulation, 𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)direct (Eq. (2 – 5)) and the results of using 

Theorem 2, 𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)additive (Eq. (2 – 20)) are presented in Table 2-1.  

 

Table 2-1: Statistics of the differences for the numerical testing of theorems 

 
Minimum 

(m2/s2) 

Maximum 

(m2/s2) 

Mean 

(m2/s2) 

Standard 

Dev. (m2/s2) 

Mean 

Relative 

Error (%) 

Theorem 1: 

𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)direct - 

𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)perpartes 

-5.849E-6 1.641E-5 4.756E-6 3.482E-6 ~10E-11 

Theorem 2: 

𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)direct  - 

𝑉(𝑅, 𝛺)perpartes 

-2.223E-4 4.967E-4 6.697E-6 7.267E-5 ~10E-9 

 

As we can see, the ratio of these differences and the gravitational potential itself is 

of the order of 10-11 % in the 2D test and 10-9 % in the 3D test, i.e., much smaller than 

the instrument errors and data noise contributions. When shown as corresponding errors 

in equipotential surface height, the maximum expected error is of the order of 1.7μm for 

the 2D case and 50.6μm for the 3D case. This shows that with a reasonably dense grid 

point configuration, the differences between the analytical results described in the two 
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Theorems and the numerical tests are negligible. Our computations also confirm that the 

Gibbs phenomenon for the discrete cases does not unduly contaminate the results in 

either case. When testing the validity of Theorem 2 for the discrete case, we see that this 

technique can also be safely used in the case where the gravity potential is described at 

different radii for different sub-regions. Together, these two numerical tests demonstrate 

the accuracy of this technique for use in practice and show its power to test how well 

observations at different altitudes can be combined to give us a global picture of the 

gravity field. 

 

2.5 Potential limitations and further uses 

We will now briefly discuss the possible complications in applying the presented 

theory in practice and the problems that may arise. The functions treated in the two 

theorems are assumed to be compact. In practice, the function in question is always 

known and available only at discrete points within the domain D. The equations 

discussed in this paper are valid for compact functions and their integration from point-

valued functions requires the use of some numerical techniques. It should be mentioned 

that if one attempts to expand a function that does not behave harmonically within the 

domain E into solid spherical harmonics, the error in doing this cannot generally be 

estimated.  

In some of the derivations, the series expansions were assumed to go to infinity. 

Such series are clearly impossible to use in practice and one must instead truncate the 

series; thus, also introducing an omission error that comes from the truncation of the 
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series at a certain finite degree, i.e., n << ∞. There may be other errors coming from 

different frequency content of the function of interest in the individual sub-regions and 

from other sources. These will have to be studied individually from one application to 

another and the properties of spherical harmonics described herein can be used to solve 

this problem.   

 

2.6 Conclusions 

This paper discusses the standard usage of spherical harmonic expansion and 

provides a mathematical tool that enables the user to assemble global spherical harmonic 

expansions by summing up contributions from sub-regions of the sphere to which the 

expansion is referred. By considering each partial contribution only within the sub-

domain where the function of interest or one of its functionals are known, we come up 

with as rigorous an evaluation as possible of the global spherical harmonic series 

expansion.  

The spherical harmonic theory presented is divided into two parts: the surface kind 

and the solid kind. Surface spherical harmonics can be used as a 2D approximation tool 

that may be, under the condition of harmonicity, extended into solid spherical harmonics 

which are used in many applications in potential field theory. Two theorems are 

presented, one for surface, and one for solid, spherical harmonic expansion. Although 

there are clear similarities between the two Theorems, they should be viewed as two 

distinct operations as the assumptions are different (being of different dimensionality to 

begin with). Also, it is shown here that for a sufficiently dense grid of points, the 
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numerical integration of the Riemannian integrals involved in the construction of the 

potential coefficients is sufficiently close to their analytical form. Thus, the Theorems 

should be considered valid even for functions defined on a point rather than compact 

domains. 

The problems that may arise from the practical application of either of these two 

theorems are also discussed. While both theorems are mathematically rigorous for 

compact functions and have been tested numerically using closed loop tests on synthetic 

data (yielding a relative error of 10-11% for the surface case and 10-9% for the solid case 

with different radii), the numerical evaluation of these equations with real data will 

introduce some additional errors that are not discussed in this paper. The application to 

real data of potentially different observables with differing accuracy and/or of differing 

spectral content, and the magnitude of errors introduced in these applications is outside 

of the scope of this paper and will be addressed in future studies.  
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3 Chapter 3: Rigorous evaluation of gravity field functionals from 

satellite-only gravitational models within topography 

This article was published in the International Association of Geodesy Symposia in 

2017 after a presentation at the 1st Joint Commission 2 and IGFS Meeting – International 

Symposium on Gravity, Geoid, and Height Systems in Thessaloniki, Greece in 

September 2016. For this article, I modified existing software packages (from the 

SHGeo software developed at UNB), performed the computations, presented the 

research, and wrote and revised the article. My coauthors provided guidance in the 

modification of the software and in the revision of both the poster presentation and 

resulting manuscript. The full citation for the article is: 

 

Sheng, M. B., P. Vaníček, R. W. Kingdon, I. Foroughi (2017). “Rigorous evaluation of 

gravity field functionals from satellite-only gravitational models within topography.” 

International Symposium on Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems 2016, Eds. G. S. 

Vergos, R. Pail, R. Barzaghi. International Association of Geodesy Symposia, Vol. 148, 

pp. 3-7, Springer, Berlin. 

 

Chapter 3 Abstract 

Presently, much work is being done in the field of geodesy on producing better 

gravitational models using purely space-based techniques. With the large datasets 

spanning a long timeframe thanks to the GOCE and GRACE missions, it is now possible 

to compute high quality global gravitational models and publish them in a convenient 
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form: spherical harmonics. For regional geoid modeling, this is advantageous as these 

models provide a useful reference which can be improved with terrestrial observations. 

In order for these global models to be usable below the topographical surface, certain 

considerations are required; topographical masses cause the function that describes the 

gravity potential to be non-harmonic in the space between the topographical surface and 

the geoid. This violates the mathematical assumptions behind solid spherical harmonics.  

This paper aims to look at the error caused when the topography present. It thus 

provides a more rigorous methodology than the commonly used approach published by 

Barthelmes (2009) and is well-suited for the Stokes-Helmert approach to high-precision 

regional geoid computation. Comparisons between the methodology proposed here and 

the generally used algorithm are made in order to study the error that is committed. With 

a range of 23.6 cm and a standard deviation of 0.8 cm, this is a non-trivial error if the 

ultimate goal is to compute a regional geoid with an accuracy of better than 1 cm.  

 

3.1 Introduction 

This paper provides an algorithm for evaluating global gravitational models over 

land while accounting for topographical density and is designed specifically for use in 

the well documented SHGeo high-precision geoid computational scheme (Vaníček & 

Martinec, 1994). This paper also investigates the error that is committed by neglecting 

the requirement of harmonicity of the gravity potential within topography when one 

wishes to work with the global model on the geoid. Several global models are 

considered in this paper: DIR-R5, GGM05S, GOCO05S, and EGM2008. Due to the 
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limited useful spectral content of the satellite-only models, the studied models are 

limited to degree and order 160 which is more than sufficient for providing a satellite-

only reference field for computing regional high-precision geoids (Abdalla, et al. 2012; 

Foroughi et al., 2016).  

The model spherical harmonic coefficients are generally referred to the sphere with 

radius equal to the major-semi axis of the geocentric ellipsoid of revolution (a), such as 

the GRS80 reference ellipsoid. For various applications, we need to know the potential 

field described by the series at the geoid level (i.e. inside of topography) and not on this 

sphere. This complicates matters as the field cannot be continued downward to the geoid 

because it does not behave in a harmonic manner within the topographical masses 

located between the Brillouin sphere and the geoid (Heiskanen & Moritz, 1967). In 

practice, various functionals of the gravity field are often evaluated directly from the 

harmonic coefficients which violates the fundamental assumptions of harmonic series 

(that the field they represent is harmonic in the space where the field is considered).  

 

3.2 Methodology 

The first fact to be considered is that topography protrudes in places above the 

sphere of radius a thus making the space above the sphere inherently non-harmonic. In 

order to work around this problem, the spectral coefficients should be scaled to the 

Brillouin sphere of somewhat larger radius RB. Then, by making use of Helmert’s 

second condensation method, it is possible to more or less rigorously (the topographical 

density is known only to a certain degree) account for the effects of topographical 
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masses and make the gravity potential everywhere above the geoid more or less 

harmonic (Helmert, 1884; Vaníček and Martinec, 1994). The difference between the 

topographical and the condensed topographical potentials – the so-called direct 

topographical effect (DTE, 𝛿𝑉) – is expressed in spectral form derived by Vaníček et al. 

(1995). Its subtraction transforms the gravity potential from the real space to the Helmert 

space which is (more or less) harmonic everywhere above the geoid. We have:  

 ∀𝑛 ≥ 0,𝑚 = 0,1, … , 𝑛:  𝑊𝐻
𝑛𝑚 =  𝑊𝑛𝑚 −  𝛿𝑉𝑛𝑚 (3 – 1)  

 ∀𝑛 ≥ 0,𝑚 = 0,1, … , 𝑛:  𝛿𝑉𝑛𝑚 ≅ 2𝜋𝐺𝜌0
𝑛

2𝑛 + 1
(𝐻2)𝑛𝑚, (3 – 2)  

where G is the gravitational constant, 𝜌0 is the global mean topographic density of 2670 

kg/m3, and (𝐻2)𝑛𝑚 are the coefficients of topographical height squared. Once we have 

obtained Helmert’s gravity potential WH, the normal potential (U) generated by the 

GRS80 ellipsoid of revolution is subtracted from it to arrive at Helmert’s disturbing 

potential: 

 ∀𝑛 ≥ 0,𝑚 = 0,1, … , 𝑛:  𝑇𝐻𝑛𝑚 = 𝑊𝐻
𝑛𝑚 −  𝑈𝑛0, (3 – 3)  

where 𝑈𝑛0 has only even zonal harmonics different from 0.  

Because the space through which the potential is to be “downward continued” has 

been made as harmonic (free of mass) as we know how, it is now possible to express 

Helmert’s disturbing potential on the Helmert co-geoid by evaluating the harmonic 

coefficients of TH for r = 𝑟𝑔: 
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𝑇𝐻(𝑟𝑔, 𝜑, 𝜆) = 

𝐺𝑀

𝑟𝑔
∑ (

𝑅

𝑟𝑔
)

𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛=0

∑(𝐶𝐻𝑛𝑚 cos𝑚

𝑛

𝑚=0

𝜆 + 𝑆𝐻𝑛𝑚sin 𝑚𝜆)𝑃𝑛𝑚(sin 𝜑) 

(3 – 4)  

where (𝜑, 𝜆) are the geocentric latitude and longitude, CH and SH are the harmonic 

coefficients of Helmert’s disturbing potential (𝑇𝐻𝑛𝑚) in the geodetic norm 

(Varshalovich et al., 1988), Pnm are the associated Legendre functions of degree n and 

order m, R is the radius to which the coefficients are referred (in our case the radius of 

the Brillouin sphere), and r is the radius of the surface where the disturbing potential TH 

is synthesized (in our case, the radius of the geoid, rg) (Barthelmes, 2009). Let us note 

that the same expression in spectral form can be used in any space where the 

gravitational potential behaves harmonically above the surface rg defined in Eq. (3 – 4) 

and Helmert’s space was chosen for this study simply due to the ease of implementation 

with the SHGeo software package.  

We note that a “Helmertisation” of a global field had been already attempted by 

Vaníček et al. (1995). In their derivations, Vaníček et al. assumed, incorrectly as it 

turned out, that the global field would be known at the reference ellipsoid level. As this 

cannot be the case their results are not quite correct. 

Once “downward continued”, Helmert’s disturbing potential is transformed to give 

us the Helmert co-geoid (the geoid in Helmert’s space) using Bruns’s formula. If 

needed, the Helmert co-geoid is transformed to the real space by accounting, once again, 

for the residual topographical potential of the difference between topography and the 
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condensation layer, also known as the primary indirect topographical effect on the geoid 

(PITE) or  
𝛿𝑉

𝛾0
. Thus, geoidal undulation (N) in the real space is obtained as: 

 𝑁(𝜑, 𝜆) =
𝑇𝐻(𝑟𝑔, 𝜑, 𝜆)

𝛾0(𝜑)
+
𝛿𝑉(𝑟𝑔, 𝜑, 𝜆)

𝛾0(𝜑)
 (3 – 5)  

where 

 

𝛿𝑉(𝑟𝑔, 𝜑, 𝜆) = 

𝐺𝑀

𝑟𝑔
∑ (

𝑅

𝑟𝑔
)

𝑛𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛=0

∑(𝐶𝛿𝑉𝑛𝑚 cos𝑚

𝑛

𝑚=0

𝜆 + 𝑆𝛿𝑉𝑛𝑚sin 𝑚𝜆)𝑃𝑛𝑚(sin 𝜑). 

(3 – 6)  

  

3.3 Numerical Example 

In this section several comparisons are made between the methodology described in 

the previous section and the not so rigorous methodology that directly estimates geoidal 

undulation without converting topography into a harmonic space. This is done 

approximately by applying Eq. (116) from Barthelmes (2009) presented as: 

 

𝑁(𝜑, 𝜆) ≅  

𝐺𝑀

𝑟𝑒𝛾(𝑟𝑒 , 𝜑)
∑ (

𝑅

𝑟𝑒
)
𝑛

𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛=0

∑(𝐶𝑇𝑛𝑚 cos𝑚

𝑛

𝑚=0

𝜆

+ 𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑚sin 𝑚𝜆)𝑃𝑛𝑚(sin 𝜑) 

−
2𝜋𝐺𝜌0
𝛾(𝑟𝑒, 𝜑)

[𝑅 ∑ ∑(𝐶ℎ𝑛𝑚 cos𝑚

𝑛

𝑚=0

+ 𝑆ℎ𝑛𝑚sin 𝑚𝜆)𝑃𝑛𝑚(sin 𝜑)

𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑛=0

]

2

 

 

(3 – 7)  
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where 𝐶ℎ𝑛𝑚 and 𝑆ℎ𝑛𝑚 are the spectral coefficients of topographical height scaled by R 

and 𝐶𝑇𝑛𝑚 and 𝑆𝑇𝑛𝑚 are the spectral coefficients of disturbing potential after applying 

Eq. (3 – 3) in the real space. The first term of this equation is supposed to give the 

quasigeoid and the second term adds an approximation of the geoid-quasigeoid 

separation. Apart from the fact that the quasigeoid cannot be expressed either by a 

harmonic series nor any other series there are several mathematical and physical 

problems with this approach that are outside of the scope of this paper and will not be 

considered here (see e.g.; Vaníček et al., 2012).   

For the comparisons, several satellite-only models (DIR-R5, GOCO05S, and 

GGM05S) as well as EGM2008 were used up to degree and order 160 using the two 

differing methodologies. This comparison will give us the error committed by 

overlooking the laws of physics and mathematics. The following assumptions were 

made for the purpose of these numerical tests:  

1. Topographical surface of the Earth (being a discontinuous function) can be 

represented by a summation of continuous functions in the mean sense.  

2. Real density variations within topography can be approximated by mean 

topographic density; the effect of topo-density inhomogeneity should also be 

considered if this methodology is to be applied properly but was not available 

when computations were done for this paper. 

3. The radius of the geoid (rg) can be approximated by the geocentric radius of the 

reference ellipsoid (re) with a sufficient accuracy (Vaníček et al., 1995).  
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Height squared coefficients from DTM2006.0 (Pavlis et al., 2007) were used in Eq. 

(3 – 2). The differences quoted here are those between the geoidal undulations computed 

by applying Eq. (3 – 1) to (3 – 5) and the geoidal undulations computed by applying Eq. 

(3 – 7) in the real space. Figure 3-1 shows the differences between the non-rigorous 

process and our more rigorous process; the statistical summary of the differences 

between the two approaches are presented in Table 3-1. As the differences between ours 

and any of the 4 global fields (considered up to degree and order 160) are identical at the 

one millimeter level, only one set of results is shown.  This suggests that the error 

committed by dealing with a non-harmonic function as if it were harmonic depends on 

topography and is independent of the potential model. 

 

Figure 3-1: Differences between approaches - DIR-R5 
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Table 3-1: Statistics of the differences between non-rigorous and rigorous methodologies 

 Maximum (cm) Minimum (cm) Mean (cm) 
Standard 

Deviation (cm) 

DIR-R5 11.3 -12.3 0.00 0.8 

 

For this numerical example, geoidal undulation was chosen as the functional of the 

gravity potential that must naturally be computed within topography; it should be noted 

that similar errors will arise when attempting to evaluate any other functional of the 

gravity potential within topography. 

 

3.4 Discussion and Conclusions 

One problem people may perceive with the aforementioned methodology is that 

nominally, the interior gravity potential series (meaning interior to the Brillouin sphere) 

is divergent because the radial functions R/r are everywhere larger than 1 and the 

sequence of radial functions (R/r) n grows beyond all limits with growing n. Here we 

make the following reasonable assumption: that the series does in fact converge for all r 

between the Brillouin sphere and the geoid because the Helmert disturbing potential 

coefficient sequence converges to 0 faster than the sequence (R/r) n diverges. It is 

intuitively clear that this condition is always satisfied as gravity in the space between the 

geoid and the Brillouin sphere has been always observed to be well within finite limits. 

For the purpose of this project, it is also clear that the series cannot numerically diverge 

as we truncate the series at a finite degree and order and therefore even the sequence 

(R/r) n cannot diverge to infinity.  
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As can be seen from the values shown in Table 3-1, the differences in the two 

methodologies are significant. From Fig. 3-1 we can see that the differences are directly 

correlated to topographical heights as should be expected from Eq. (3 – 2). The large 

differences in Antarctica and Greenland are likely due to the assumption that the mean 

topographical density represents the real density (which is not the case in these regions); 

if a topo-density inhomogeneity model were used as it should have been, the differences 

would likely have been smaller in these regions but possibly larger in others.  

Numerically, it would appear that the error committed by neglecting the 

requirement of harmonicity is not negligible if one aims to compute a regional geoid 

model with accuracy of one centimetre. The range of the differences is 23.6 cm with a 

mean that tends to zero and a standard deviation of 0.8 cm. It seems only logical that one 

should prefer to use a methodology that strictly adheres to physical and mathematical 

principles than one which does not. 

The next step in testing would be to incorporate the effect of lateral density 

variations to better capture the effects of real topography. The continuation of this work 

should also include the assessment of the geoidal undulations over a sample of 

GPS/levelling benchmarks globally; this would allow us to gain a better sense of the 

geometrical fit and it would also make the assessment more trustworthy by the virtue of 

using independent data.   
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4 Chapter 4: Formulation and validation of a global laterally varying 

topographical density model 

This article is published in Tectonophysics. In this article, I developed the software, 

performed the calculations, and wrote the article. Dr. Shaw provided much help 

throughout the process in assigning probable densities to the various lithologies and 

writing most of Section 4.2. All my coauthors provided guidance in the revision of the 

manuscript both before and after submission. The full citation for the article is: 

 

Sheng, M. B., C. Shaw, P. Vaníček, R. W. Kingdon, M. Santos, I. Foroughi (2019). 

“Formulation and validation of a global laterally varying topographical density model.” 

Tectonophysics. Vol. 762(5) pp. 45-60. 

After publication of this article, several pertinent points were raised which require 

further investigation and are included in Chapter 5 herein under Recommendations for 

further study.  

1- The density value assigned to evaporites may be too high as several less-dense 

evaporites were neglected (e.g.: halite) 

2- The Carmichael and Tenzer datasets may contain regional bias due to their 

sample collection regions 

Finally, it was never stated explicitly in this article that the rocks and minerals used 

in the model to were chosen based on the likelihood that they appear on (or near) the 

topographical surface. This is an important point as the lithosphere extends far below the 

topographical surface and simply assigning densities to these structures without 
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considering the probability that they reside near the topographical surface would cause 

the model to be a poor representation of reality.  

 

Chapter 4 Abstract 

The distribution of masses within topography is extremely important for the 

evaluation of a rigorous geoid model. Most present day models of topographical density 

are either determined via gravity field inversions or have too coarse a resolution to be 

useful on a regional level. The ideal solution would be to have a 3-dimensional (3D) 

density model but such a dataset does not currently exist and would be quite complicated 

and expensive to develop. As a substitute, a 2-dimensional (2D) topographical density 

model is presented here through the application of a high resolution lithological map. By 

assigning probable surface density values and error estimates to the lithologies based on 

geological data, the Global Lithology Model (GLiM) is transformed into a laterally 

varying topographical density model (UNB_TopoDens). This model is then validated 

against present-day global and regional topographical density models. Apart from some 

water and ice covered regions, the UNB_TopoDens model agrees with all regional and 

global models at our disposal with the differences all falling within the 95% confidence 

region associated with the UNB_TopoDens model. UNB_TopoDens is the first laterally 

varying topographical density model with associated error estimates that spans the globe 

at a 30” x 30” resolution and is therefore extremely useful for investigations of the crust 

and mantle, isostasy, gravimetric studies and various other disciplines. 
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4.1 Introduction 

It has long been a subject of debate in the field of geodesy as to which height system 

is superior: the classical methodology proposed by Stokes (1849), based upon the 

acceptance of the geoid (Listing, 1873); or Molodenskij theory based upon the 

acceptance of the quasigeoid (Molodenskij, 1948). The rationale for Molodenskij’s 

formulation was based on the statement that we cannot accurately know the density 

distribution of the Earth’s topography to a high enough accuracy to be able to compute 

an accurate geoid by applying the classical theory (Molodenskij, 1945). While 

Molodenskij was correct to a certain extent at the time of his formulation, his 

pronouncement is no longer applicable as we now have high quality regional 2D models 

over many regions of the globe that can provide us with the required topographical 

density variations to a sufficient degree of accuracy to compute a geoid model that is of 

the same order of accuracy as the quasigeoid (Foroughi et al., 2017).  

The major remaining problem stems from the lack of knowledge of global density 

variations. While some nations/continents have very high resolution lateral 

topographical density models, many do not. In an attempt to address this problem, many 

density models (regional and global) have been constructed through gravity field 

inversions (Bear et al., 1995; Tenzer et al., 2018; Toushmalani & Saibi, 2015, etc.). This 

is obviously a circular solution and as such is not acceptable for geodesists: if the goal is 

to improve the knowledge of the gravity field, information of the density distribution is 

required; thus in order to obtain the density distribution, gravity field inversion 

techniques cannot be used. The aim of this project is to create a global, laterally-varying, 

topographic density model for two purposes: firstly, to allow for a more rigorous 
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compensation of topographical effects on a global scale and secondly, as a first-estimate 

dataset for countries/regions that do not have a well-documented and defined density 

distribution available.  

There are several techniques for directly estimating the density distribution; the 

most promising comes from seismic velocity information as was used in the CRUST1.0 

model. This model provides density information throughout the crust and uppermost 

mantle on a 1 arc-degree grid globally (Laske et al., 2012). There are however several 

problems that affect this model which make it less than ideal for our purposes. Firstly, a 

1 arc-degree grid is too coarse to properly determine the topographical density variations 

for regional geoid models.  Secondly, as the density values for CRUST1.0 come from 

seismic velocity data, they are more useful for investigating the lower layers below the 

surface than for topography. Since we, the geodesists, are primarily concerned with the 

density distribution in the very uppermost layer of the lithosphere (the space between the 

geoid and the surface of the Earth, i.e.: topography) these deeper density values are of 

little benefit to us; although CRUST1.0 is one of the only global density models, 

geodesists require a model that is more representative of near-surface densities.  

In regional geoid computations, regional density models are utilized when available 

to provide the lateral variations of topographical density (Huang et al., 2001; Martinec, 

1993; Martinec & Vaníček, 1994; Kingdon et al., 2009, etc.). It therefore is intuitively 

clear that the ideal global model should be mainly comprised of these regional maps. 

Hartmann and Moosdorf (2012) produced a global lithospheric model (GLiM) by 

amalgamating various regional data sources from across the globe. The fundamental 

problem with this model is that GLiM divides the lithosphere into 15 structures but does 
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not provide density information for these structures; therefore, these structures have to 

be assigned appropriate density values in order to be useful to us. The other problem 

comes from the fact that the lithosphere spans the space from far below the geoid to the 

surface of the Earth; the topographical density information that we are looking for refers 

only to a very thin, superficial layer.  

This study presents two new topographical density models (UNB_TopoDensC and 

T).  We first define the methodology that was applied to produce both of the 

UNB_TopoDens models and the associated standard deviations. The only difference 

between these models is the datasets that were used in assigning density and standard 

deviation values to the lithologies (Carmichael (1989) densities vs. Tenzer et al. (2011) 

densities). The accuracy of the models and the refinements needed to adequately handle 

the ice-covered regions are also discussed. We compare these new models to previous 

models and present two new values for mean topographic density, one including the ice-

covered regions (Greenland/Antarctica) and the other excluding them. 

4.2 Model methodology 

GLiM is distributed in raster format with a pixel size of 800 x 800 metres and uses 

the lithosphere divided into 15 lithologies: Basic Volcanic (BV), Intermediate Volcanic 

(IV), Acidic Volcanic (AV), Basic Plutonic (BP), Intermediate Plutonic (IP), Acidic 

Plutonic (AP), Unconsolidated Sediments (US), Siliciclastic Sediments (SS), Mixed 

Sediments (MS), Carbonate Sediments (CS), Metamorphic (MM), Pyroclastic (PY), 

Evaporites (EV), Ice and Glaciers (IG), and In-land Water Bodies (WB). Here we make 

an important distinction between in-land waters and oceans. By definition, there is no 
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topography over the oceans and therefore they can be modelled as a layer with a 

topographical density of 0. If a body of water should lie above the geoid, it is assigned a 

density of 1000 kg/m3. It should also be noted that while the raster resolution of 800 x 

800 metres is valid for the portions of the globe that have well-documented geological 

maps, there are likely over-sampling errors in regions where coarser maps were used in 

the creation of GLiM (Hartmann and Moosdorf, 2012). As there are no density values 

associated by GLiM with any of these lithologies these values must be appropriately 

assigned. This is not a trivial task as will be made clear in this section.  

Rock density depends primarily on mineralogy, the degree of alteration (hydration 

and carbonation) and porosity and fracture characteristics. The common rock forming 

silicate minerals in igneous rocks have densities between 2550 kg/m3 for alkali feldspar 

and 4390 kg/m3 for iron olivine (Deer et al. 1992).  In the siliciclastic sedimentary rocks 

the main minerals are quartz (2650 kg/m3), alkali feldspar (2550 – 2630 kg/m3) with less 

than 5% heavy minerals that are resistant to weathering such as garnet and ilmenite 

(3580 – 4790 kg/m3).  Siliciclastic rocks also have porosity and often are fractured.  The 

density of pyroclastic rocks will be extremely variable since they can be very poorly 

consolidated and have a high porosity due to the nature of the eruptions that produce 

them.  Carbonate sedimentary rocks will have a maximum density of 2860 kg/m3 which 

is the density of dolomite, however this does not take into account the highly porous 

nature of many limestones – in particular reefal limestones. Similarly, the density of 

evaporites will be at most 3000 kg/m3 based on the density of anhydrite – but the 

presence of gypsum (2300 – 2370 kg/m3) will give lower densities as will any fracture or 

porosity. 
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Rock types are defined using a variety of classification schemes that may not 

include all of the minerals present so calculation of density based on mineralogy is not 

practical.  An additional problem is that many of the rock forming minerals are part of a 

solid solution, so that density can vary significantly with composition; for example the 

range of density of olivine from its magnesian to iron end member is from 3222 to 4392 

kg/m3. 

The only reasonable method for determining density is to measure the actual density 

of samples in the laboratory.  This method takes into account differences in the amount 

of void space due to porosity and fracture as well as difference in mineralogy and 

mineral composition, and with a large enough database allows a reasonable definition of 

a mean density with information on the standard deviation.   

Density values for the model lithologies are presented in Table 4-1.  The data from 

Carmichael (1989) are mainly for igneous rocks with a much smaller number of 

measurements for sedimentary rocks and almost no data for metamorphic rocks and a 

variety of other important lithologies such as limestones, evaporites and pyroclastic 

rocks. For lithologies with a range of values, the range is considered to be the 95% 

confidence limit and is used to estimate the standard deviation assuming that the data 

have a normal distribution and the midpoint density value is assigned as the mean.  The 

standard deviation is calculated (Vanìček & Krakiwsky, 1986) as: 

 𝜎𝜌 =
𝜌𝑀𝑎𝑥 − 𝜌𝑀𝑖𝑛

2 × √𝜉𝜒2(1,0.95)
 (4 – 1)  

where ρMax and ρMin are the maximum and minimum density values and 𝜉𝜒2(1,0.95) is the 

bound of the one-dimensional Chi-squared distribution at the 95% confidence level.  
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A larger and more comprehensive database is given by Tenzer et al. (2011) with 

data for evaporites from Trippetta et al. (2010).  These data are for a wide range of 

lithologies and have a minimum sample size of 156 samples and a maximum of 1782 

samples.  We have assigned the lithologies in Tenzer et al. (2011) to our model 

lithologies based on standard petrologic practice.  The mean density and standard 

deviation for the model lithologies were calculated by combining the lithologies in 

Tenzer et al. (2011) by: 

 �̅� =
𝜌1 × 𝑛1 + 𝜌2 × 𝑛2

𝑛1 + 𝑛2
 (4 – 2)  

 𝜎𝜌 = √
(𝑛1 − 1) × 𝜎1 

2 + (𝑛2−)1 × 𝜎2
2

𝑛1 + 𝑛2 − 2
 (4 – 3)  

where ni is the number of samples in the lithology, 𝜌i is the average density of the 

lithology and σi is the standard deviation of the lithology. For regions where no lithology 

is assigned, the mean topographic density of 2670 kg/m3 (Hinze, 2003) was assigned 

with a standard deviation of 800 kg/m3 (an estimate based on the range of all included 

densities).  

The mean densities of the model lithologies obtained from the Carmichael (1989) 

and Tenzer et al. (2011) datasets are similar for the basic and intermediate igneous 

rocks, pyroclastic rocks, metamorphic rocks and evaporites.  There are significant 

differences between the two datasets for the acid igneous rocks and the sedimentary 

rocks; this likely reflects the smaller number of samples in the Carmichael (1989) 

dataset. 
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Table 4-1: Lithology model parameters and associated densities 
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As can be seen from Table 4-1, the dataset from Tenzer et al. (2011) has a sample 

size roughly 8 times larger than that of the Carmichael (1989) dataset. Both models will 

be validated independently in §4.4 in order to examine the sensitivity of the model to 

choice of source density. 

 

4.3 Results 

The density and associated standard deviations for both the Carmichael and Tenzer 

datasets from Table 4-1 were appended to the GLiM model; these extended models will 

be referred to as the “modified GLiM models”. Three solutions using grids of different 

resolutions were extracted using ArcMap from the modified GLiM models: 1˚ x 1˚, 5’ x 

5’, and 30” x 30”. Along with the density values on grids, their associated standard 

deviations were extracted in the same way. As mentioned previously, the validity of the 

30” x 30” model is only realistic in the regions in which the input maps to the original 

GLiM were of similar resolution and likely contains oversampling errors in some 

regions; the 5’ x 5’ grid should not suffer from these same problems.  

As one might assume, almost all of Antarctica as well as Greenland are classified as 

ice in the modified GLiM models. While this might be reasonable for Greenland as the 

ice extends down below the geoid level in most regions, Antarctica contains bedrock 

densities under the thick layer of ice that lie above the geoid level and are significantly 

different from the density of ice. These densities may appreciably affect precise geoid 

calculations. In order to address this, a weighted average of the ice and bedrock 

components was computed using the Bedmap2 project data for Antarctica (Fretwell et 
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al., 2013). The ‘density of ice’ in the modified GLiM models over Antarctica was then 

substituted for this weighted average value on a point-by-point basis using Eq. (4 – 4).  

 

𝜌(𝜑, 𝜆) =

{
 
 

 
 

0
917
2670

917 × 𝐼𝑐𝑒 + 2670 × 𝐵𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘

𝐻

 

 

If: H ≤ 0 m 

If: Bedrock ≤ 0 m 

If: Ice = 0 m 

If: Ice > 0 m &Bedrock > 0 m 

(4 – 4) 

 

where ‘Bedrock’ stands for the orthometric height of the underlying bedrock, ‘Ice’ 

stands for the ice thickness above the bedrock, and H is the orthometric height (Bedrock 

+ Ice) of the Earth surface.  

This refined model is the end product and will be referred to as the UNB_TopoDens 

model (once again, appending C and T to denote which dataset the densities come from). 

In order to avoid repetition, only the results for the 1˚ x 1˚ model are shown here as at 

this scale, all 3 resolutions (30”, 5’, 1˚) look almost identical. Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 

present the UNB_TopoDensC model and its standard deviation information respectively. 

As we will see later, the differences between the C and T versions are small and not 

visible at this scale. 
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Figure 4-1: 1˚ x 1˚ global topographical density (UNB_TopoDensC_1v01_beta) 

 
Figure 4-2: 1˚ x 1˚ global topographical density standard deviations 

(UNB_TopoDensC_STD_1v01_beta) 
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4.4 Numerical comparisons/model validation 

In order to validate the UNB_TopoDens models, several comparisons with 

alternative sources of topographical density information were made; this section will 

present the results of these comparisons. When reference is made to the “validation 

model”, it means the model used for the comparison with the UNB model. When 

reference is made to the “test model”, it means the UNB model. All comparisons are 

done with respect to the 30” x 30” grid; if the validation model is given at a coarser 

resolution than 30” x 30” the grid of the UNB model is decimated to match the 

resolution of the validation model. The reason for choosing to validate against the 30” x 

30” grid is two-fold: firstly, this grid contains the most errors and secondly, the regional 

comparisons are all performed over regions with good-quality density information. 

Finally, as we are only interested in topographical density, all ocean classifications are 

neglected in the following comparisons and associated statistics. 

4.4.1 Global comparison 

The first comparison was with respect to the CRUST1.0 global model (Laske et al., 

2012). While the CRUST1.0 model may contain erroneous artefacts near the 

topographical surface, it is one of the few global density models that are not derived 

from gravity field inversion and is therefore one of the only global models with which 

we can compare. The CRUST1.0 model is at a 1˚ x 1˚ grid resolution with global 

coverage. Figures 4-3 and 4-4 present the differences between the test models and the 

validation model. Table 4-2 presents the relevant statistics of the differences plotted in 

Figures 4-3 and 4-4; Figures 4-5a and 4-5b present the differences in histogram form.  
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Figure 4-3: Differences between UNB_TopoDensC and CRUST1.0 density model 

 

Figure 4-4: Differences between UNB_TopoDensT and CRUST1.0 density model 
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Table 4-2: Statistics for CRUST1.0 global density comparison 

Model Maximum 

(kg/m3) 

Minimum 

(kg/m3) 
Mean (kg/m3) 

RMSE 

(kg/m3) 

UNB_TopoDensC 610 -620 8 212 

UNB_TopoDensT 600 -610 29 163 

 

 
Figures 4-5(a-b): Histograms of differences between UNB_TopoDensC (top) 

UNB_TopoDensT (bottom) and CRUST1.0  
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As we can see, the results have a mean that is near zero and a root mean square 

error (RMSE) of 212 and 163 kg/m3 respectively. This tells us that globally, the UNB 

density models perform at least as well as the CRUST1.0 model at predicting the near-

surface lithologies for the purpose of approximating topographical density. This means 

that the long wavelength signals have been determined correctly and any sources of error 

are going to be in the shorter wavelengths. The major flaw with this test is that the 

resolution of CRUST1.0 is far too coarse (1˚x1˚) to be able to tell much about the details 

of the UNB models. 

4.4.2 Regional comparisons 

The next series of comparisons were made with respect to several validation models 

supplied by various data sources. All validation models were provided at a 30” x 30” 

grid resolution; no in situ observations were used in these comparisons. All figures are 

the differences between the validation model and the test model. The first comparison 

was performed over the Canadian region with data supplied by Natural Resources 

Canada (NRCAN) (NRCAN, 1997). The differences between the validation and test 

models are presented in Figures 4-6 and 4-7 with the associated statistics in Table 4-3 

and histograms in Figures 4-14a and 4-14b. The second comparison was performed over 

the continental United States (CONUS), with data supplied by the National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Winester, 2016) (results appear in Figures 4-8 

and 4-9, Table 4-3, and Figures 4-14c and 4-14d). The third comparison was performed 

over the Czech Republic and Slovakia with the digitization after Stranska et al. (1986) 

(results appear in Figures 4-10 and 4-11, Table 4-3, and histograms in Figures 4-14e and 

4-14f). The final comparison was performed over New Zealand with the Tenzer et al. 
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(2011) model (results appear in Figures 4-12 and 4-13, Table 4-3, and histograms in 

Figures 4-14g and 4-14h). Several organizations from other regions were contacted but 

were either unwilling to share their data or the data was not sufficiently well compiled. 

 

Figure 4-6: Differences between Canadian density model and UNB_TopoDensC 

 

Figure 4-7: Differences between Canadian density model and UNB_TopoDensT 
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Figure 4-8: Differences between CONUS density model and UNB_TopoDensC 

 

Figure 4-9: Differences between CONUS density model and UNB_TopoDensT 
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Figure 4-10: Differences between Czech Rep./Slovakia density models and 

UNB_TopoDensC 

 

Figure 4-11: Differences between Czech Rep./Slovakia density models and 

UNB_TopoDensT 
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Figure 4-12: Differences between New Zealand density model and UNB_TopoDensC 

 
Figure 4-13: Differences between New Zealand density model and UNB_TopoDensT 
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Table 4-3: Statistics for regional density comparisons 

Model Region 
Maximum 

(kg/m3) 

Minimum 

(kg/m3) 

Mean 

(kg/m3) 

RMSE 

(kg/m3) 

UNB_TopoDensC 

Canada 2060 -470 167 261 

CONUS 4000 -1950 248 288 

Czech 

Rep./Slovakia 
1670 -1060 475 425 

New Zealand 1840 -1853 -164 315 

UNB_TopoDensT 

Canada 2060 -374 99 232 

CONUS 4000 -1854 87 323 

Czech 

Rep./Slovakia 
1670 -991 305 334 

New Zealand 1868 -1853 7 253 

 

 
     (a) Canada - UNB_TopoDensC 
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    (b) Canada - UNB_TopoDensT 

 
(c) CONUS - UNB_TopoDensC 
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(d) CONUS - UNB_TopoDensT 

 
(e) Czech Rep./Slovakia - UNB_TopoDensC 
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(f) Czech Rep./Slovakia - UNB_TopoDensT 

 
(g) New Zealand - UNB_TopoDensC 
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(h) New Zealand - UNB_TopoDensT 

 

Figures 4-14(a-h): Histograms of differences between UNB_TopoDens models and 

regional validation models (C in Cyan, T in Red) 

 

What we can see from all of these comparisons is very similar: the UNB 

topodensity models behave reasonably well in the mean sense as the values all fall 

within the confidence interval of the first standard deviation (1σ) assigned in Table 4 – 1 

(with the exception of the Czech Rep./Slovakia dataset). There are however differences 

in the philosophies that went into building the validation models that cause some large 

differences as can be seen in the maximum and minimum departures. The biggest 

difference between the UNB models and the various validation models comes from the 

treatment of in-land water bodies. When creating the UNB models, if there was an in-

land water body identified in the lithologies, the density of water (1000 kg/m3) was used 
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in the model for simplicity. The various validation models all use slightly different 

philosophies when it comes to water classification. The ideal scenario would require the 

knowledge of in-land water depths: if the water body extends down to or below the 

geoid level, then the use of density of water is appropriate, if not, then a weighted mean 

of the sedimentary density and water density should be used (similarly to the approach 

we used over Antarctica).  

The reason why the density of water was applied uniformly in the UNB models is 

twofold. Firstly, the need for depth information brings us into the realm of 3D 

topodensity models, a very non-trivial task and one which is outside the scope of the 

present research. The second, more quantitative reason is that the radially varying 

density distributions comprise upwards of 5% of the total density effect in geoid 

computation, much smaller than the 20% that is attributed to the lateral variations 

(Kingdon et al., 2006; Martinec, 1993; Vaníček et al., 2012).  Because the goal of this 

research was to create a global model for the purpose of more rigorously accounting for 

topography, any errors caused by attributing the density of water to all in-land water 

bodies is relatively minimal on a global scale. Therefore, while we recognize the 

limitations of our methodology, there is little that can be done without extensive further 

research. For this reason, we wish to emphasize that if working in a region that has its 

own regional density model, the regional model should generally be trusted over the 

current UNB global model as these models are simply the first approximation of the 

topographical density distribution.  

Apart from the differing philosophies in assigning a density value to water bodies, 

the regional comparisons show differences that almost all fall within the 95% confidence 
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interval associated with the modified GLiM densities. There are however a few 

exceptions; the most noticeable is the comparison with the CONUS dataset where the 

maximum difference reaches 4000 kg/m3. This large departure comes from the CONUS 

model which assigns a density value of 5000 kg/m3 to a few iron-rich and hematite 

structures (Winester, 2016). This assignment has such a large impact because in 

constructing the CONUS model, all ice, water, and unconsolidated sediments were 

removed before assigning densities to the grid points for a particular rock or mineral. 

The UNB models approximate topographical densities globally using the lithological 

formations present in the original GLiM raster and therefore have a much smaller range 

of values and are obviously smoother because of it; this becomes quite apparent when 

compared with extreme values such as iron ore.  

The second largest difference can be seen in comparison over the region of the 

former Czechoslovakia and are twofold. The first is the obvious vertical line though the 

center of the plot, the second comes from the data outside of the region. Both of these 

errors come from the Czech/Slovak model itself and this regional model seems to be of 

lower quality than the others. The origin of the line feature comes from the digitization 

of the original map from Stranska et al. (1986) and the discrepancies in the regions 

surrounding the former Czechoslovakia come from assigning a value of 2670 kg/m3 to a 

very large region beyond its boundary. In essence, the majority of the departures from 

the UNB model come from the fact that the Czech/Slovak model has an extent of several 

degrees in all directions beyond the boundaries of the actual data coverage. Both of these 

discrepancies can be clearly seen in Figure 4-15 where the Czech/Slovak model is 

presented by itself.  
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Figure 4-15: 30” x 30” Czechoslovakia density model utilized for validation. 

 

Finally, we learn that the differences between the validation and test models are 

minimally affected by the attribution of densities from differing datasets. We can see 

only minor improvements to the mean and range when applying the densities from the 

Tenzer et al. (2011) database which should be expected given the drastic increase in 

sample size. This means that any major discrepancies likely stem from the underlying 

lithology model and not from the attribution of the densities themselves. This is also 

clearly demonstrated in the New Zealand comparison where we should expect 0 

differences between the UNB_TopoDensT model and the model from Tenzer et al. 

(2011); the only differences here exist in the lithology model. Due to the lack of 

significant differences between the two UNB models, the authors recommend utilizing 

the UNB_TopoDensT model simply due to the larger sample size of the database.     
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4.5 New mean topographical density value 

An additional benefit of developing a global, laterally varying topographical density 

model is that it also allows for us to confirm whether or not 2670 kg/m3, the average 

density of granite, is a reasonable value to consider for mean global topographical 

density. This value has been used almost universally and we now have a means of 

determining whether or not it is representative of global topographic density. In order to 

evaluate a mean topographical density value, there are some things to be considered. 

Most importantly, in the formulation of the UNB_TopoDens models, the value of 2670 

kg/m3 was attributed to all ‘no-data’ regions and must therefore not be considered valid 

in the evaluation of a new mean topographical density value. Secondly, because of the 

aforementioned problems with in-land water classifications, these were also neglected in 

the computation. Finally, due to the inclusion of Antarctica and Greenland, the mean 

topographical density was significantly lowered and this value should only be used if the 

region of interest includes either of these regions. For this reason, we present two values 

for mean topographical density evaluated using Eq. (4 – 5): 

 �̅� =
∫ 𝜌(𝛺)𝐻(𝛺)𝑑𝛺

∫𝐻(𝛺)𝑑𝛺
 (4 – 5)  

where the integration takes place over the surface of the whole Earth, one including the 

values from Antarctica and Greenland, and the other excluding them from the 

calculations (Table 4-4). In Eq. (4 – 5), �̅� is the mean topographical density, and Ω is the 

latitude and longitude pair (φ, λ). 
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Table 4-4: Mean topographical density values 

Historical Value 
New Value Excluding 

Antarctica and Greenland 

New Value Including 

Antarctica and Greenland 

2670 kg/m3 2247 kg/m3 1867 kg/m3 

 

In the past, several estimates for mean density have been computed, see e.g.: 

Christensen and Mooney (1995), Hinze (2003), Chen and Tenzer (2015). In comparison 

to these estimates, the presented values are significantly smaller (2247 kg/m3 vs. 2835 

kg/m3, 2600 kg/m3, and 2830 kg/m3 respectively). It is important to note that these 

values are not estimates of the same quantity; the previous work presents estimates of 

the mean crustal density whereas here we present values for mean topographic density. 

The Earth’s continental crust has a thickness of ~20-50 km (Christensen and Mooney, 

1995) and for a homogeneous rock we can expect an increase in density due to self-

compression. For example, in quartz there is ~3% decrease in volume at a pressure of 1 

GPa compared to surface conditions (Boisen & Gibbs, 1993). Topography on the other 

hand, only consists of the uppermost portion of the continental crust (with a minimum of 

approximately -400 m in Israel up to a maximum of approximately 9 km for Mount 

Everest).  

What we can see from these new values for mean topographical density is that the 

situation is not as simple as has been assumed in the past and shows the need for a high 

resolution topographical density model. If one wishes to simplify the computations by 

applying mean topographical density instead of rigorously evaluating the topographical 

density effects through the use of a density model the error that is introduced will vary 
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depending on the region of interest. Thus, using the different mean density values should 

be considered the coarsest useful approximation to density variations. 

In regional geoid computations mean density is sometimes used for simplicity in 

evaluating both the “near-zone” (in the vicinity of the computation points) and “far-

zone” (the rest of the world) effects (Huang et al., 2001; Martinec, 1993). When 

applying mean density for a regional geoid computation, the value excluding Antarctica 

and Greenland should be used to evaluate both the near-zone and far-zone effects. The 

exception would be if the largest part of the near-zone coincides with Antarctica or 

Greenland; in such a case, the value including Antarctica and Greenland should be used 

for the near-zone. It should be noted that with the release of the UNB_TopoDens model, 

the use of mean density is no longer recommended and the most rigorous of 

computations should utilize a model instead. The authors recognize that this is not a 

trivial task as most geoid software packages simply consider mean values and 

redesigning computation procedures can take time which is why this section on mean 

density is included in this paper. 

 

4.6 Conclusions 

In order to compute a rigorous geoid model as prescribed by the classical theory, 

one must know the topographical density distributions both locally as well as globally. 

This paper presents the first approximation of a global, laterally varying topographical 

density model on a dense grid constructed without making use of gravity inversion. The 

final products of this first approximation are topographical density values on three grids 
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of varying resolution (30”, 5’, and 1˚) along with the associated standard deviations at 

the same grid steps. In addition to these products, 2 new mean global topographical 

density values of 1867 kg/m3 (including Antarctica) and 2247 kg/m3 (excluding 

Antarctica) were computed and compared to the generally accepted topographical 

density of 2670 kg/m3. 

The UNB_TopoDens models were validated globally against CRUST1.0 as well as 

regionally against three different datasets (Canada, CONUS, and Czech Rep./Slovakia). 

After these comparisons, it was determined that the UNB_TopoDensT model performed 

marginally better and is recommended for use over the C version. Globally, the 

UNB_TopoDens model has a mean difference of 29 kg/m3 and a RMSE of 163 kg/m3. 

The major discrepancies between the UNB model and the various regional models come 

from the differing philosophies pertaining to water and ice covered regions. Further 

thinking and refinement is required that should involve considerations of water and ice 

depths as well as further subdivision of the original 15 structures presented in the GLiM 

model.  

Finally, it should be noted that the UNB_TopoDens model was also transformed 

into the spectral form but the result is not presented here as there are several problems 

that stem from attempting to represent a clearly discontinuous function by a summation 

of continuous functions. While this has been done in the past for topographical 

coefficients in violation of the laws of mathematics, causing the Gibbs phenomenon to 

arise, we feel that a better understanding of this problem is essential before presenting 

the spectral expression of the lateral topographical density model. It is not recommended 
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that users attempt to do this transformation themselves and if so, it is done at their own 

risk. The spectral model and its refinements will be presented in a future paper. 
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5 Chapter 5: Conclusion 

5.1 Summary of findings from the submitted articles 

This dissertation set out to investigate possible areas of improvement to the 

formulation and application of GGMs (specifically SGGMs). The first improvement is a 

potential solution to the well-known polar gap problem presented as a useful 

mathematical tool with wider-reaching applications; the second is the rigorous 

evaluation of GGMs inside of the topographical masses. These two subjects have been 

addressed in the three submitted articles.  

5.1.1 Article concerning the polar-gap solution 

The article entitled “Additive integration of potential coefficients in global spherical 

harmonic series” submitted to Geophysical Journal International provides two theorems 

for the analytical formulation of a spherical harmonic series; first for the two-

dimensional case and the second extending into the more general three-dimensional 

case. In this article, spherical harmonic expansion is reviewed and then some basic 

properties are applied in order to combine the individual regional contributions into a 

global representation of the gravitational field.  

The presented theorems are also tested numerically in order to investigate the effect 

of approximating the functions’ compact domain by a dense grid of points; the results of 

which demonstrate that when using a sufficiently dense grid of points, the approximation 

is not unduly contaminated. With a maximum relative error of 10-11% in the two-

dimensional case and 10-9% in the three-dimensional case, it is demonstrated that this 
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tool is both theoretically and numerically valid and can be used in a variety of 

applications.  

5.1.2 Articles concerning the evaluation of geopotential functionals 

within topography 

The article entitled “Rigorous evaluation of gravity field functionals from satellite-

only gravitational models within topography” published in IAG proceedings outlines the 

problems associated with GGMs when they are used directly to evaluate various 

geopotential functionals inside of topography and provides global estimates of the error 

induced by doing so. This article also provides a rigorous solution by making use of 

Helmert’s second condensation method in order to properly handle the effects of the 

topographical masses. The numerical tests carried out demonstrate that the error 

introduced by neglecting the harmonicity of the functions within the evaluation space is 

significant as far as the common aim to construct a geoid to one-centimetre accuracy is 

considered. 

 In this article, mean density was assumed and used in the correction terms which 

led to some problems in Antarctica and Greenland where the value used differed 

significantly from the true density values. This led to the development of a global 

topographical density model presented in the final submitted article.  

“The formulation and validation of a global laterally varying topographical density 

model” is an article published in Tectonophysics. It has become clear that in order to 

make use of GGMs inside topography, a global topographical density model is needed. 

In this article, such a model is approximated by a two-dimensional laterally varying 
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topographical density model created by combining geological density data with a global 

lithology model. The resulting model was then tested against various regional datasets in 

order to validate the results. With the exception of in-land water bodies, the 

UNB_TopoDens model performs very well in all regions where the density datasets are 

well compiled and have good geographical coverage. This effort is the first of its kind; it 

also provides density error estimates which were used in the validation process. As an 

additional benefit, this model also allowed for the evaluation of a more accurate mean 

topographical density which is significantly different from historical estimates based on 

the density of granite.  

5.1.3 Summary of contributions 

Together, these three articles address a variety of problems associated with the 

current formulation and application of (S)GGMs. The first provides a mathematical tool 

that should be utilized in the construction of such global fields. With synthetic data it has 

been shown to produce results that, viewed from the perspective of equipotential 

surfaces, are accurate to a few micrometres. The other contributions investigate both the 

use of topographical density in order to improve the evaluation of geopotential 

functionals from GGMs within topography and the formulation of a laterally varying 

topographical density model for such a purpose. These in combination are shown to 

reduce the error in equipotential surfaces by up to a decimetre at the highest elevations 

(as shown in Table 3 – 1).  

This dissertation set out to investigate various sources of error in (S)GGMs. These 

errors were investigated in detail and the proposed solutions were presented using 
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synthetic datasets. There are likely other problems (of a numerical kind) that will arise 

and need to be solved when applying the corrections estimated herein with real data.  

 

5.2 Recommendations for further study 

The ultimate goal of the presented research is to formulate a mathematically and 

physically rigorous SGGM valid anywhere on or outside the geoid. In order to achieve 

such a goal, there are several natural extensions of the work presented herein. The first 

involves the extension of the additive integration method of assembling the global 

spherical harmonic series so that it can be applied to different geopotential functionals in 

different regions of the Earth, each likely with differing resolution, spectral content, 

precision, noise, and bias. This is a non-trivial problem that was originally attempted 

during the formulation of the theorems but was not completed.  

Once this problem has been solved, we can combine various geopotential 

functionals referred to differing radii of reference spheres. We can then evaluate the total 

gravitational potential by making use of the forward integral transformations formulated 

by Martinec (2003) and presented in Novak et al. (2017) by ultimately evaluating the 

global spherical harmonic coefficients for the SGGM. As part of the work for this 

dissertation, the integral equations required for the direct forward and backward 

transformations from the gradiometric tensor components were investigated but not fully 

presented herein. For a summary of this work, please see Appendix A.  

The second major work that requires investigation is the formulation of a three-

dimensional topographical density model. In order to perform the evaluation of 
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geopotential functionals within topography with the utmost possible rigor, the two-

dimensional approximation of the real, three-dimensional topography is not sufficient. 

The formulation of a three-dimensional topographical density model was discussed but 

has only been tested in small regional experiments (see, e.g.: Kingdon et al., 2009 and 

2011) as the data collection required for such a model is extremely expensive and time 

consuming and the effect of the radial density distribution amounts to ~1-2% of the 

topographical effects (compared to the ~10-20% from the effect of lateral density 

distribution). The methodology presented for the formulation of the two-dimensional 

model is unlikely to be applicable to a three-dimensional version as the lithological 

models at present are incomplete in the radial direction and the density datasets applied 

are only accurate in the mean sense near the topographical surface. In the interim, the 

laterally varying topographical density model is recommended but further investigations 

into the densities attributed to the various lithologies are required. Specifically, it has 

been mentioned that the density assigned to evaporites may be over-estimated by the 

neglection of some common, lower-density evaporites such as halite (Selley, 2000) and 

that there may be regional biases contained in both the Carmichael (1989) and Tenzer et 

al. (2011) datasets used in the formulation of the models.   
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Appendix I: Integral transformations of the gradiometric tensor 

The original goal for this dissertation was the rigorous formulation and application 

of a satellite-only global model. As research progressed it became apparent that this was 

too lofty a goal and the various improvements to existing models and techniques were 

presented instead. As part of the original work however, the direct evaluation of the 

gravitational potential from the GOCE gradiometric tensor was investigated and 

computer software was written in order to perform the various calculations. It was not 

used in any of the articles that comprise this dissertation and was not thoroughly 

discussed in the introduction but is related to the topics for future work and is included 

here for completeness.  

 

The gradiometric tensor 

Let us define the gradiometric tensor (Γ ) as follows: 

 𝜞(𝑟, 𝛺) = grad grad 𝑉(𝑟, 𝛺). (A – 1) 

It should be clear that the gradiometric tensor is simply the second order gravitational 

tensor and is comprised of the gravitational gradients. As we will see, the most 

straightforward way to think of this structure is by component decomposition. This is 

beneficial as it allows us to examine the behaviour of the various components separately. 

The gradiometric tensor is symmetrical and therefore contains 6 independent 

components. Because it is safe to assume that the gravitational potential behaves 

harmonically at the observation radius, the trace of the tensor (trΓ ) must be equal to 0, 
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thus reducing it to 5 independent components. The gradiometric tensor can be 

decomposed as follows (with the defining components represented in blue): 

 

Figure A-1: Structure of the second-order gravitational gradients (Novák et al., 2017) 

 

Forward transformation of the gradiometric tensor 

The gradiometers onboard the GOCE satellite measure the gravitational gradients in 

all directions along the orbital path. Due to the configuration of the gradiometers, the 

precision of the gradient observations varies from one direction to the next. The “well-

measured” components are the 𝑉𝑥𝑥, 𝑉𝑦𝑦, 𝑉𝑧𝑧, and 𝑉𝑥𝑧 components (Pail et al., 2011). 

From these observables we wish to determine the gravitational potential, first at the 

orbital radius and ultimately at (or near) the Earth’s surface. Martinec (2003) made use 

of spherical Green’s functions to solve the associated boundary-value problems (BVPs) 

and formulate the forward transformation to recover the gravitational potential at the 

orbital radius from a combination of the various independent components. These are 

given in their spatial form as: 
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 𝑉(𝑟, 𝛺) =  
𝑅2

4𝜋
∫ 𝑉𝑧𝑧(𝑅, 𝛺

′)𝐾𝑣𝑣(𝑟, 𝑅, 𝛺, 𝛺′) d𝛺′
𝛺′

 (A – 2) 

 

 

𝑉(𝑟, 𝛺) = 

−
𝑅2

4𝜋
∫ (𝑉𝑥𝑧(𝑅, 𝛺

′) cos 𝛼′ − 𝑉𝑦𝑧(𝑅, 𝛺
′) sin 𝛼′) 𝐾ℎ𝑣(𝑟, 𝑅, 𝛺, 𝛺′) d𝛺′

𝛺′

 
(A – 3) 

 

 

𝑉(𝑟, 𝛺) =  −
𝑅2

4𝜋
∫ [(𝑉𝑥𝑥(𝑅, 𝛺

′) − 𝑉𝑦𝑦(𝑅, 𝛺
′)) cos 2𝛼′

𝛺′

− 𝑉𝑥𝑦(𝑅, 𝛺
′) sin 2𝛼′] 𝐾ℎℎ(𝑟, 𝑅, 𝛺, 𝛺′) d𝛺′ 

 

(A – 4) 

where α’ denotes the backwards azimuth between the integration (𝛺′) and computation 

point (𝛺) and 𝐾𝑖𝑗 represents an integral kernel as a solution to either the vertical-vertical 

(vv), horizontal-vertical (hv), or horizontal-horizontal (hh) BVP. These are presented for 

completeness as: 

 𝐾𝑣𝑣(𝑟, 𝑅, 𝛺, 𝛺′) =  
3

𝑡
(𝑞 − 1) + (

3𝑢

𝑡
− 1)  ln (

𝑞 + 𝑡 − 𝑢

1 − 𝑢
), (A – 5) 

 

 

𝐾ℎ𝑣(𝑟, 𝑅, 𝛺, 𝛺′)

= √1 − 𝑢2 {
3

2𝑞
+

𝑡2(𝑞 + 1)

2𝑞(1 + 𝑞 − 𝑡𝑢)

+ (1 −
3𝑢

2𝑡
) × [

1

1 − 𝑢
−

𝑞 + 𝑡

𝑞(𝑞 + 𝑡 − 𝑢)
]

−
3

2𝑡
ln (

𝑞 + 𝑡 − 𝑢

1 − 𝑢
)}, 

 

(A – 6) 
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𝐾ℎℎ(𝑟, 𝑅, 𝛺, 𝛺′)

= −
𝑡

2
+
3

2
𝑢𝑡2 + 𝑞𝑡 +

1

𝑡
(1 − 𝑞) +

𝑢2𝑡3

1 + 𝑞 − 𝑡𝑢

+
𝑢(𝑢 − 𝑡)

𝑡(1 − 𝑢)
−

𝑢2

𝑡(𝑞 + 𝑡 − 𝑢)
. 

 

(A – 7) 

Here we have introduced t, u, and q in order to simplify presentation of the equations:  

 𝑡 =
𝑅

𝑟
, (A – 8) 

 𝑢 = sin𝜑 sin𝜑′ + cos𝜑 cos𝜑′ cos(λ − λ′), (A – 9) 

 𝑞 = √1 + 𝑡2 − 2𝑡𝑢. (A – 10) 

The ideal situation would be to evaluate the gravitational potential from two or 

more of the component groupings (vv, hv, hh), thus forming an over-determined problem 

and allowing for a more robust determination of the potential. Upon closer inspection of 

Eqs. (A – 2) to (A – 4), we can see that Eq. (A – 2) includes only well-measured 

components (𝑉𝑧𝑧). On the other hand, Eq. (A – 3) contains 𝑉𝑦𝑧 and Eq. (A – 4) contains 

𝑉𝑥𝑦, both of which contain instrument noise two orders of magnitude larger than for the 

well-measured components (Pail et al., 2011). When working in the spectral domain, the 

horizontal-vertical BVP is also missing the zero-order harmonic term and the horizontal-

horizontal BVP misses both the zero and first-order terms (Novák et al., 2017). These 

require the use of a gravitational reference field in order to supply these missing terms. 

Because of these reasons, we are unfortunately left with only the vertical-vertical BVP 

and cannot rigorously solve the over-determined problem without the possibility of 

contamination due to instrument noise.  
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